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Financial Highlights

(In thousands, except per share data) 2001 2000 1999

Revenue $ 261,998 $ 271,347 $ 286,147

Income from operations $ 21,305 $ 38,695 $ 46,704

Net income $ 17,643 $ 33,651 $ 34,991

Diluted earnings per share $0.46 $0.85 $0.89

Weighted average shares outstanding 38,425 39,472 39,212

Cash and short-term investments $ 174,516 $ 158,106 $ 158,665

Shareholders’ equity $ 185,176 $ 166,813 $ 142,311
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Our Business

The mission of Progress Software Corporation is to deliver superior software products and

services that empower our partners and customers to improve the cost-effectiveness and

speed of developing, deploying, integrating and managing their software applications. We

achieve our mission by providing a robust set of software platforms, tools and services that

dramatically simplify the process of delivering highly integrated and constantly evolving

business applications that support an open, flexible and dynamic architecture.

Organizations that have chosen to rely on our products and services have done well in

this period of rapidly changing business needs and market volatility.

Today, Progress Software Corporation (PSC) and its operating units — the Progress

Company, Sonic Software Corporation and NuSphere Corporation — provide industry-

leading technologies for all aspects of development, deployment, integration and

management of business applications. Progress Software products boost developer

productivity, minimizing the time it takes to deliver applications that provide benefit to

the business. PSC customers can rapidly deploy applications that consistently provide a

lower total cost of ownership than other alternatives, allowing our partners and customers

to increase productivity and their ability to achieve their business goals. Since we

are quick to incorporate support for important emerging technologies, Progress®-based

applications easily evolve as the technology infrastructure evolves.

Our Products and Services

In order to address the needs resulting from an increasingly complex technology landscape

and suite of products, PSC reorganized in December of 2000 into the Progress Company

business unit, Sonic Software Corporation and NuSphere Corporation. At the same time,

PSC Labs, a division of PSC based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, was created to focus on

new business development, research, and strategic investments for the parent corporation.

We believe that this new structure allows us to pursue a more diversified product strategy

and respond rapidly to opportunities created by new and emerging technologies. During

fiscal year 2001, we acquired two companies, Allegrix and PeerDirect. 

Allegrix, an infrastructure service provider, was acquired in June of 2001 to provide the

services necessary to outhost business critical applications, enhancing the Progress ASPenSM

(ASP-enablement) Program to provide a more complete solution to customers who turn

to the application service provider (ASP) model as a superior way to acquire cost effective

business applications. In October of 2001, we acquired PeerDirect for their uniquely

flexible and efficient method of data replication, which brings reliability, higher performance,

greater accessibility and tremendous cost savings to applications distributed internally or

across the Internet. The PeerDirect™ technology benefits all PSC product lines and

opens up new market opportunities for PSC.
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“At adidas America, we originally

launched our US-based, out-hosted B2C,

eCommerce initiative using Allegrix as 

the infrastructure service provider. The 

acquisition of Allegrix by Progress to

extend the ASPen Program adds Progress

experience as a global service provider,

with extensive local and international

service and support, and should allow

what is now ASPen Managed Services 

to address the emerging international 

ASP market.”

– Dieter Schoenegger, 

chief technology officer, 

adidas America



The Progress Company provides OpenEdge™, a complete e-business platform that includes

the world’s leading embedded database. OpenEdge also includes an integrated, com-

ponent-based visual development environment for Internet, enterprise and global-class

business applications.

Our worldwide consulting, education and technical support organizations provide

professional services that allow users of Progress-based applications to move quickly to

total, integrated, Web-enabled solutions. More than 100,000 end-user sites around the

world and more than 2,000 independent software vendors (ISVs) supplying more than

5,000 packaged applications rely on Progress-based technology to give them an edge in

their respective markets.

Sonic Software Corporation enables reliable interoperability of software applications within

and across enterprises based on Web services and Internet messaging standards. Sonic

products provide advanced security capabilities, unmatched performance and scalability,

and guaranteed delivery of mission-critical information.

Sonic is the world’s fastest growing Internet middleware company and counts leaders

in financial services, energy, telecommunications and manufacturing among its more

than 500 customers. 

NuSphere Corporation delivers the first Internet Application Platform based on open source

components, providing an integrated foundation that allows companies to deploy reliable,

cost-effective, enterprise-class applications across Windows, UNIX and Linux environments.

Named “Best Developer Tool” at the Fall LinuxWorld 2001, NuSphere® Pro Advantage

is an integrated software suite that pairs the reliability and cost-effectiveness of PHP,

Apache, Perl and open source databases with new technology for building business-crit-

ical web applications.
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To Our Employees, Customers and Shareholders:

Progress Software Corporation (PSC) was founded on the principle that business software

should be easy to build and efficient to operate. PSC has since grown into a leading global

supplier of products and services for developers and users of business applications. Our

products are known for enabling rapid application development and deployment and

providing industry-leading low total cost of ownership. 

Notwithstanding the challenges facing our company and the technology market as a whole

in 2001, PSC was able to strike a balance between investing in new products and maintaining

profitability for the seventeenth consecutive year. While overall revenue for the year was

slightly below last year’s total, revenue from the Sonic product line more than tripled from

2000. Next year, we expect the Progress Company to resume growth and revenue from

the Sonic product line to more than double over 2001.

Companies are realizing that a major benefit the Internet can bring them is allowing more

effective collaboration with customers and business partners. This realization drives a strong

need to more tightly integrate business processes internally and then externally, while

preserving the investments in existing applications and infrastructure. Progress has an

established record as a provider of cost-effective technology for creating reliable packaged

business applications. This heritage, coupled with the flexibility of our Internet-enabling

products and service offerings, ensures that applications based on our technologies can

meet the heightened demands for return-on-investment while supporting the need to

integrate and extend applications to meet both internal and business-to-business (B2B)

integration requirements. As our customers, suppliers and partners continue to further

automate and integrate their business processes, and utilize the Internet to conduct

business, we see additional opportunities for our partners and for Progress Software.

New Business Models Demand New Responses: Software by Subscription

Through its ASPen Program, Progress experienced robust growth of the subscription model

for acquiring application capabilities. Offered as an alternative to the traditional sales model

by ISVs who have ASP-enabled their business applications, the subscription option has

opened new high growth revenue opportunities for our ASPen members. Leveraging the

success of our initial ASPen Program members, the ASPen Program has grown since its

inception in 1999 to include business planning assistance, strategic partnerships and

professional services to assist Progress ISVs in rapidly deploying their applications through

the ASP model.

Our acquisition of Allegrix allowed us to extend the ASPen Program to add ASPen

Managed Services, which now includes the infrastructure necessary to outhost business-

critical applications. More than 250 ASPen members have deployed over 100 web-enabled

applications spanning a wide variety of vertical markets and supporting more than 100,000

end-user seats globally. 
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Some market prognostications for the growth of ASP-deployed applications have proved

overly optimistic. But the increasing speed and ever lower costs of communication, as

contrasted with the increasing cost and scarcity of skilled IT personnel, will increase the

percentage of applications deployed as ASP services over the next several years. The Progress

Company and its ASPen partners will remain leaders in this emerging market.

Sonic Software: Messaging and Web Services 

Sonic Software Corporation was established to better focus our efforts on the increasing

demands for standards-based application integration and the complexities associated with

interoperability across the Internet. Sonic Software has become the fastest-growing Internet

middleware company in the software industry. 

Our customers, including industry leaders in financial services, energy, telecommunications,

and manufacturing, have come to rely on SonicMQ®’s rock-solid messaging infrastructure

for guaranteed delivery of business-critical information within and beyond the extended

enterprise. SonicMQ’s adherence to open standards allows customers to integrate disparate

applications with ease while leveraging their current business systems and information assets.

With the dynamic nature of today’s business communications placing new emphasis on

application interoperability, service-oriented architectures provide a flexible means of

integrating distributed applications for increased business agility. Leveraging its expertise

in reliable messaging, Sonic Software is taking a leadership role in the emerging Web services

market with the introduction of SonicXQ™.

SonicXQ provides an intelligent XML-based backbone for integrating diverse applications

and technologies across the extended enterprise. More open, flexible and Internet-ready

than traditional application integration approaches, SonicXQ offers any-to-any connec-

tivity through a distributed service-oriented architecture. SonicXQ delivers a comprehensive

set of components and services for reliably connecting applications within and beyond

the enterprise. 

Future Proof™Architecture

In 1997, we introduced the concept of Future Proof ™ applications, standards-based

applications that can adapt easily to changes in underlying technology infrastructure. Since

then, our commitment to open standards has proven effective for our customers and

partners who have been able to easily enable their GUI client/server applications to offer

browser-based access. This Future Proof architecture remains at the heart of OpenEdge,

our e-business platform. OpenEdge provides all of the technology needed to build software

solutions for the new Internet-based infrastructure, and allows us to meet new demands

for easier application integration, both among internal applications and data sources and

across the Internet to provide more efficient collaboration with partners and customers.

This year, we introduced Progress Dynamics™. As the application framework for the

OpenEdge e-business platform, Progress Dynamics represents a new development
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paradigm, with application objects and their properties stored in a repository rather than

in source programs. This means developers have less code to write and debug, and

applications can be dynamically generated at runtime — all leading to faster and more

efficient application delivery. Progress Dynamics is the result of collaboration with the

Progress community through POSSESM, the Progress Open Source Software Exchange,

launched in December 2000 at www.possenet.org.

To help our customers accelerate their ability to leverage the new Dynamics framework

and maximize their return on the OpenEdge e-business platform, we introduced the

Empowerment CenterSM program. Program participants agree that the OpenEdge platform,

along with the Dynamics framework, significantly accelerates the time it takes to enable

applications for e-business. The Empowerment Program reflects our commitment to our

partners, ensuring their ability to rapidly leverage and realize profit from our technology.

A Commitment to Technology that Makes Sense and Saves Dollars

As yesterday’s future becomes today’s reality, we continue to invest in products and

services that anticipate market trends and provide business advantage to our partners

and customers.

In addition to our commitment to protecting the business application investments of our

ISVs and customers, we are enabling them to take advantage of the opportunities created

by new business models such as subscription-based software, more efficient business

processes created by tightly integrating processes among partners and customers, and the

ability to effectively incorporate new technologies into their applications. 

We remain steadfast in our commitment to assisting our partners and customers in

building and deploying the world’s best Internet and enterprise business applications.

On behalf of the employees and management team at Progress Software Corporation,

Joseph W. Alsop, 

Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder

January 14, 2002 

J O S E P H  A L S O P  &  T H E  P S C  E X E C U T I V E  T E A M  



New Opportunities – New Demands

Since its inception, PSC has designed and built reliable software products and services

that let developers take advantage of emerging technologies in the development, deploy-

ment, integration and management of robust applications, and was among the first to

offer tools and technologies for building e-business applications. By using standards-based

integration and messaging technologies, organizations can combine existing data and

applications, including applications that may not have been originally designed for the

Internet or application interoperability with exciting new Internet applications. Existing

applications can evolve so that core business systems continue operating as before while

exchanging information with other cooperating applications, and with other businesses

across the world. PSC technology continues to deliver what our customers need today,

including preparing for tomorrow.

Many customers who began their relationship with PSC by automating back-office

functions have been able to take advantage of new market opportunities by using our

products to integrate these back-office applications with customer service applications,

Web catalogs and other e-business applications. These customers realize that the Internet

is the application platform of the future.

P R O G R E S S S O F T W A R E P R O D U C T S A R E U S E D B Y M O R E T H A N   ,   

E N D - U S E R C O M P A N I E S A N D O R G A N I Z A T I O N S A T O V E R    ,   

S I T E S W O R L D W I D E .



T I M  T O W N S E N D  —  S R .  P R O D U C T  R E S E A R C H  E N G I N E E R  A T  N X T R E N D

“We believe the POSSE initiative will result in an explosion in the capa-
bilities of the Progress toolset.”
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“Customers don’t always understand the

hidden costs required to keep Microsoft

SQL Server up and running. What hap-

pens as your business grows? In the long

run, that seemingly free SQL database is

going to cost you more. Over the years,

the savings with Progress adds up.”

– Mark Jennings, 

vice president,

Jenark Business Systems



Recently, private, “members only” trading exchanges and extended supply chains have

provided significant returns to participants, displacing public trading exchanges, or

business portals, as the focus area for IT strategists. Many users enthusiastically report a

rapid return on their technology investment. In addition to these B2B trading exchanges,

customers continue to seek Web-based access to what used to be traditional back-office

business services, such as order status, shipping and logistics.

For our customers, these developments mean dramatically increased demand for flexible

yet reliable connectivity, 24x7 availability, and excellent response time under often

unpredictably fluctuating loads. Business applications must connect and coordinate a large

and varying number of transactions seamlessly, on-time and on-demand, within the

enterprise or across multiple businesses connected across the Internet. 

Connectivity and integration, not only within the enterprise, but also over the Internet,

all with no loss of security, are the challenges addressed by our Sonic product lines.

Sonic Software Products and Services

SonicMQ is the industry’s most reliable Internet messaging product, providing a highly

scalable, standards-based platform for the guaranteed and secure delivery of business-

critical data across the extended enterprise. SonicMQ’s patent-pending Dynamic Routing

Architecture™ (DRA) ensures guaranteed message delivery with unparalleled performance

and scalability. As the leading provider of Internet middleware, Sonic Software seamlessly

integrates with industry-leading J2EE technology-based application servers, including BEA

WebLogic Server, IBM WebSphere, Borland AppServer, HP Bluestone Total-e-Server and

IONA’s Orbix E2A Application Server Platform.

SonicMQ V4.0, our next-generation messaging software which shipped in Fall 2001, builds

on the rock-solid foundation of a fully JMS-compliant messaging architecture and adds

a powerful new feature set that further extends the product’s fault tolerance, interoperability

and unsurpassed performance capabilities.

SonicXQ, a new product line, provides an intelligent XML-based Web services backbone

integrating diverse applications and technologies across the extended enterprise. More

open and flexible than traditional integration solutions, SonicXQ offers any-to-any

connectivity through a distributed service-oriented architecture. SonicXQ delivers

a comprehensive set of components and services for reliably connecting applications

within and beyond the enterprise.

“The Empowerment Center exposed so

many new things that we weren't aware

of, and would not have been aware of.

So, it did really leap frog us out a 

lot more than we would have done on our

own. The knowledge we’ve gained 

during the Empowerment Center program

is going to help us tremendously. 

It should put us months ahead of where

we were before.”

– Orv Rehfeldt, 

senior developer,

Epicor Software, Inc.
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B E R N A R D  C H A R N A Y  —  I T  D I R E C T O R  A T  L A P E Y R E  G R O U P

“Using SonicMQ, we are building the technological infrastructure which will serve
as a base for the e-development of our future e-business applications. Those
applications will allow us to implement a business-to-business solution with our
partners, and develop a business-to-consumer e-commerce application.”
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Complementing these products are Sonic Software’s Professional Services. These services

help customers build reliable enterprise messaging infrastructure and ensure rapid and

cost-effective deployment. 

The OpenEdge™ E-Business Platform: Applications Your Way 

Through its OpenEdge platform, the Progress Company enables developers to rapidly

deliver sophisticated business applications. Businesses can choose among three options

for meeting their business objectives. This ability to “buy, build or subscribe” means that

powerful application functionality is available to a broader group of businesses and

across a wider range of applications than ever before. An organization can buy one or more

of the 5,000 packaged applications commercially available from our global community

of ISVs. An organization can use Progress’s highly productive tools and technologies to

quickly and efficiently build or customize application functionality that is easy to deploy,

maintain, and enhance. Or an organization can subscribe to applications as a business

service from those of our ISVs who have ASP-enabled their applications. Progress ASPen

Managed Services allows customers to subscribe to these applications over the Internet

rather than purchasing, installing and maintaining them.

M O R E T H A N   %  O F F O R T U N E    C O M P A N I E S U S E

P R O G R E S S S O F T W A R E - B A S E D S O L U T I O N S .

%

R E N É  S A N T E G O E T S  —  C O N S U L T I N G  E N G I N E E R ,  T H E  G R E E N E R Y

“SonicMQ with its JMS messaging platform and 4GL adapters proved to
be the ideal solution for bridging our many technology platforms. By send-
ing XML messages that our partners read within their own applications
and ERP systems such as SAP or BAAN, we gain a business advantage.”



ASP: Software-as-a-Service Gathers Momentum

Even after adjusting market projections following the dot-com implosion, the most recent

market research continues to validate remotely hosted software as a service model. In its

latest reports the market research firm IDC states that the ASP market, as measured in

booked revenue, is poised for continued growth at an 89% compound annual growth rate

(CAGR) through 2005. 

The ASP model means that any business, even small and medium-sized enterprises, can

gain access to, and benefit from, best-of-breed application software. The ASP deployment

model eliminates the initial heavy capital investment of the in-house solution, including

hardware and software infrastructure, and the scarce and expensive IT personnel resources

required for in-house support, service and maintenance. Using Web browsers and the

Internet, coupled with thin-client access technologies such as Progress WebClient™, end

users gain quick and cost-effective access to high-performance business applications

through the ASP model. 

Through our ASPen Program, Progress is supporting our ISVs in this growing ASP

market. ASPen provides business planning assistance, strategic partnerships, superior

technology, and professional design, development and deployment services to assist

Progress ISVs in rapidly deploying their applications through the ASP model. Organizations

such as General Mills, Sanford, Beirsdorf, adidas America, and Nutricia rely on Progress-

based ASP applications for improved profitability and competitive advantage.

Progress has extended the original ASPen Program into the ASPen Managed Services

program, expanding its original vision of empowering the ISV to include outhosting serv-

ices for customers. ASPen Managed Services also provides infrastructure contracts,

additional education and technical support for ISV customer applications. ASPen

Managed Services has developed Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that embody best prac-

tices for out-hosted and co-located applications, with a goal of providing the ideal global

ASP deployment platform for all packaged application vendors and subscribing end users.

In late 2001 Progress’s ASPen Managed Services division began the introduction of a new

generation of business solutions that are based on a Hybrid Hosting model — combining

all the advantages of on-site server operations at the customer premises with the advantages

of off-site server enhancements, infrastructure and support. These hybrid services require

no additional IT expertise at the customer site, yet can improve business systems relia-

bility, availability, and up-time to keep operations going non-stop in the event of on-site

system failure. The first round of these services were introduced in late 2001 as Progress

Disaster Recovery services, a component of our OpenEdge Business Solutions. 
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“We are thrilled that Forbes Magazine

recognizes the value of our online 

application. The Progress® ASPen

Program and Progress OpenEdge™

platform both have helped us create 

a powerful Web-enabled application

faster than what I believe is possible 

with any other technology, and this has

enabled us to attract huge customers 

in the real estate industry.”

– Richard Nearhood, 

chief executive officer,

ePropertyTax
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Used By Over Fifty Percent of the Fortune 500

In FY2001, Progress ISVs collectively generated over $5 billion in product and services

revenues. Over 50% of the Fortune 500, including seven out of ten companies listed

in the Fortune 100, are users of Progress-based applications.

Blue-chip organizations around the world continue to entrust their critical business

operations to applications based on PSC technology. In doing so, they join the ranks

of prominent companies such as: AB Watley, Inc., BAE Systems Controls, Bank of

America, Black & Decker, Boise Cascade Corporation, Caterpillar Fuel Systems, Citco

Technology Management, Citibank, Deutsche Bank, General Mills, GPE International

Limited, Inc., Holiday Autos, Simon Property Group, Specsavers Opticians, Southern

Company and Revlon.

Standards-Based Leadership

With the increasing use of the Internet to conduct transactions among customers, suppliers

and partners, software standards have become absolutely critical to implementing B2B

applications. Emerging standards such as XML, JMS, SOAP and WSDL have made it

possible to handle the most complex B2B communications far more flexibly and eco-

nomically than ever before. These emerging standards complement our commitment to

Future Proof software and PSC has moved aggressively to support them. 

P R O G R E S S - B A S E D B U S I N E S S A P P L I C A T I O N S A R E U S E D B Y M O R E T H A N

T W O M I L L I O N P E O P L E W O R L D W I D E ,  S E C O N D O N L Y T O S A P .



“We’ve found that the cost of ownership

of the Progress application is far less

than the Oracle application. The Oracle

system required two full-time database

administrators and constant tuning. 

The Progress database requires no

administrators and tunes itself.”

– Alan Herbage, 

group IT director,

Holiday Autos, 

Computer Weekly Magazine’s 

“E-Business Excellence Award 

2001” winner.



PSC not only supports but is proactive in developing the standards that ensure openness

and interoperability. Our SonicMQ product was the first Java™ JMS implementation to

be certified as J2EE compliant. The recently announced SonicXQ product supports Web

services and XML standards such as SOAP, WSDL, JCA and XSLT. Support for XML has

been added to all PSC products, and the OpenEdge platform offers JMS connectivity.

We are active participants in all major industry standards that further enable application

integration and e-business globalization. We were early members in the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C), including the XML subcommittees. We participate in the Management

Service Provider Association (MSPA); the NCITS L2 Codes and Character Sets standards

group; the Unicode Consortium; the Enterprise Integration Council; CommerceNet; the

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration Project (UDDI); and we are actively

involved in the Java Community Process (including the Expert Groups for the Java Message

Service, J2EE Connector Architecture, Java APIs for XML Messaging, and Implementing

Enterprise Web Services); and the OASIS and UN/CEFACT ebXML effort. 

A Perspective on the Future

Looking ahead, the business benefits that can be realized by close, seamless collaboration

between partners, applications, and processes will be a key driver of application devel-

opment requirements. Compelling, special-purpose applications to serve specialized

market segments and provide key competitive advantage will create even more demand

for application integration, as these applications will need to work with existing systems.

As always, our products and services will continue to enable our customers and partners

to take advantage of these opportunities.

Progress Software Corporation looks forward to this open and exciting future, and renews

its commitment to furthering the interests of our customers, partners, employees

and shareholders. 

J E F F  C O N K L I N  —  C H I E F  E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E R  O F  W A S H I N G T O N  S C H O O L  

I N F O R M A T I O N  P R O C E S S I N G  C O O P E R A T I V E  ( W S I P C )

“At peak load (first day of school and last day of school), we can have
upwards of , concurrent sessions running our software across the
 systems. We have only one DBA supporting our entire infrastruc-
ture. I cannot imagine another product that would allow us to run ,
databases and service our large customer base so successfully and with
such efficiency.”

“Sonic Software was the first messaging

provider to pass Sun’s rigorous Java™ 2

Enterprise Edition (J2EE) compatibility

tests and continues to demonstrate 

leadership in the messaging market. 

Sun includes messaging as a required

part of J2EE 1.3 standard specifically 

with Web services in mind. We share 

in Sonic Software’s commitment to 

providing a strong messaging foundation

for the successful development and

deployment of Web services.”

– Rich Green, 

vice president and general manager,

Java and XML Software, 

Sun Microsystems
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Additional Information 

A wealth of information on Progress Software Corporation, its products and services, its operating companies, plus 
employment opportunities and additional information, is available on the PSC web site at www.progress.com or at the
operating company web sites listed above. A copy of the Company’s Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission and further information for investors may be obtained at www.progress.com/investor or by sending an 
email with your contact information to finance-info@progress.com or by calling +1 781 280-4450 or by written request 
to Investor Relations at our worldwide headquarters. The common stock of Progress Software Corporation trades on 
the Nasdaq Stock Market under the symbol PRGS.

I N D E P E N D E N T  A U D I T O R S  

Deloitte & Touche LLP
Boston, Massachusetts

L E G A L  C O U N S E L

Foley, Hoag & Eliot LLP
Boston, Massachusetts

T R A N S F E R  A G E N T  

A N D  R E G I S T R A R

American Stock Transfer & Trust
40 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

Operating Companies 

The Progress Company 
www.progress.com 

Sonic Software Corporation 
www.sonicsoftware.com 

NuSphere Corporation 
www.nusphere.com 



Progress Software Corporation
14 Oak Park, Bedford, MA 01730 USA
Tel +1 781 280-4000 Fax +1 781 280-4095
www.progress.com
© 2002 Progress Software Corporation. 
All rights reserved. 
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PART I

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 contains certain safe harbor provisions regarding forward-looking statements.
This Form 10-K, and other information provided by the Company or statements made by its directors, officers or employees from
time to time, may contain “forward-looking” statements and information, which involve risks and uncertainties. Actual future results
may differ materially. Statements indicating that the Company “expects,” “estimates,” “believes,” “is planning” or “plans to” are
forward-looking, as are other statements concerning future financial results, product offerings or other events that have not yet occurred.
There are several important factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated by the
forward-looking statements. Such factors are described in greater detail below under the heading “Factors That May Affect Future
Results” and include, but are not limited to, global economic conditions, the timing of the receipt and shipment of new orders, the
timely release of enhancements to the Company’s products, the growth rates of certain market segments, the positioning of the
Company’s products in those market segments, market acceptance of the application service provider distribution model, success
in the messaging and integration market, variations in the demand for professional services and maintenance, including technical
support, pricing pressures and the competitive environment in the software industry, business and consumer use of the Internet,
and the Company’s ability to penetrate international markets and manage its international operations. Although the Company has
sought to identify the most significant risks to its business, the Company cannot predict whether, or to what extent, any of such
risks may be realized, nor can there be any assurance that the Company has identified all possible issues which the Company might
face. The Company undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements it makes.

Item 1. Business

Progress Software Corporation (PSC or the Company) is a global supplier of products and services for business applications deployed
in an Internet or multi-tiered environment. PSC develops, markets and distributes application development, deployment, integration
and management software to business, industry and governments worldwide. The mission of Progress Software Corporation is to
deliver superior software products and services that empower partners and customers to improve the cost-effectiveness and speed
of developing, deploying and managing their complex business solutions. PSC seeks to achieve its mission by providing a robust
set of software platforms, tools and services that simplify the process of delivering highly integrated and constantly evolving business
applications that support an open, flexible and dynamic architecture. PSC’s products include databases, application servers, messaging
servers, application management tools, integration products and development tools for Internet applications as well as for
client/server and host/terminal applications. 

In December 2000, PSC established three separate operating units and a supporting research and business development unit in order
to expand its opportunities in the e-business marketplace. The first operating unit conducts business as the Progress Company and
is a division of PSC. The other two operating units, Sonic Software Corporation and NuSphere Corporation, address the needs of
rapidly emerging markets and have been established as wholly owned subsidiaries of the parent company, PSC. The Company also
established PSC Labs, a division of PSC based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to focus on new business development, research, and
strategic investments. 

The Progress Company is a global supplier of software products and services for developing, deploying and managing enterprise
business applications. The Progress Company provides OpenEdge™,  an e-business platform that includes the Progress® RDBMS, one
of the leading embedded databases. OpenEdge also includes an integrated, component-based visual development and deployment
environment for Internet, enterprise and global-class business applications. The Progress Company’s partners include more than
2,000 independent software vendors (ISVs) and application service providers (ASPs) who supply Progress®-based applications and
related services.

Through the ASPensm (ASP-enablement) Program, the Progress Company offers a subscription model alternative to the traditional
sales model for ISVs who have chosen to ASP-enable their business applications. The subscription option has opened new revenue
opportunities for ASPen members. The ASPen Program has grown since its inception in 1999 to include business planning assistance,
strategic partnerships, and professional services to assist Progress ISVs in deploying their applications through the ASP model.
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The acquisition of Allegrix, Inc. in June 2001 extended the ASPen Program by adding ASPen Managed Services, which includes
the infrastructure necessary to outhost business applications. 

Sonic Software enables reliable interoperability of software applications within and across enterprises based on Web services and Internet
messaging standards. Sonic Software products provide advanced security capabilities, performance and scalability, and guaranteed
delivery of mission-critical information. Sonic Software is a leading provider of Web services and messaging software.

NuSphere Corporation provides one of the first Internet application platforms based on open source components. This platform
allows companies to deploy reliable, cost-effective, enterprise-class applications across Windows, UNIX and Linux environments.
NuSphere’s principal offering is NuSphere Pro Advantage, an integrated software suite that pairs the reliability and cost-effectiveness
of PHP, Apache, Perl and open source databases with new technology for building business-critical Web applications. Revenue from
NuSphere in fiscal 2001 was not significant as this organization is currently in the development stage.

Based upon the aggregation criteria for segment reporting within consolidated financial statements, PSC has two reportable segments:
E-Business Application Development & Deployment, which includes the Progress Company, NuSphere and PSC Labs, and E-Business
Integration, which includes Sonic Software and certain Sonic-related international sales and marketing support activities within the
Progress Company. 

PSC sells software products and services worldwide to organizations that develop and use mission-critical enterprise business appli-
cations. More than half of PSC’s worldwide revenue is realized through its relationships with ISVs who market applications that
utilize the Company’s technology. These ISVs sell Internet and networked business applications across diverse markets such as
manufacturing, distribution, financial services, retail and health care. PSC also sells software products and services to the Information
Technology (IT) organizations of businesses and governments. PSC operates in North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East,
Africa (EMEA) and the Asia/Pacific region through its subsidiaries as well as independent distributors.  Financial information relating
to business segments and international operations is found in Note 10 of the Consolidated Financial Statements, Part II, Item 8,
incorporated here by reference. 

PSC Products

PSC provides intuitive development tools that empower developers to deliver high-quality applications. PSC delivers reliable, high-
performance deployment and integration products — such as application servers, databases, and messaging servers — that are
essential to successful use of an application, resulting in low total cost of ownership and an extended application lifecycle. The
Company’s product lines are designed to continually integrate open standards while delivering high levels of performance. PSC’s
products are generally licensed as perpetual licenses.

The Progress Company’s OpenEdge e-business platform contains the Progress® product set, which consists of products such as Progress®

Dynamics™,  Progress® ProVision® Plus, Progress® WebSpeed®, Progress RDBMS, Progress® AppServer™, Progress® Fathom™,  Progress®

WebClient™,  Progress® DataServers and others as well. The Progress product line provides portability across a wide range of computing
and networked environments while affording developers the flexibility to build applications on a range of database management
products. The Progress Company began shipping Progress Version 9.1c, the latest major release of the flagship product line, in
September 2001. The Sonic product set includes SonicMQ®, a messaging server, and SonicXQ™,  an XML-based backbone for inte-
grating diverse applications and technologies across the extended enterprise. The following descriptions detail information about
significant product groups:
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Application Development Products

Progress® Dynamics™

Progress Dynamics is the application framework of the OpenEdge business platform for building and deploying distributed enter-
prise applications. Progress Dynamics uses a repository-based approach to application development. The repository stores object
properties and templates, facilitates code re-use, streamlines updating and maintaining objects, and enables dynamic business
components. This ability to dynamically generate objects during development and at run time decreases development time, eases
deployment, and increases an application’s flexibility to react to market and customer demands. 

At the core of Progress Dynamics is a repository database in which developers store the definitions for dynamic application attributes,
allowing application components to be largely non-procedural, data-driven objects, allowing a high degree of customization for
different organizations or individual user preferences. The repository also provides the framework tools to generate different interfaces
for different client platforms, including a graphical user interface, native Web browser-based interface, and even non-visual
batch-oriented interfaces. The repository liberates developers from having to make firm decisions about the appearance of the final
deployed application during the initial design. The repository allows developers to focus on the core problem of building their
business expertise into the application logic. Repository-based development means that many application changes can be
accomplished without modifying and recompiling source procedures, minimizing the need for redeployment of compiled code to
individual clients and saving development time.

Progress® ProVision® Plus

Progress ProVision Plus is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that allows developers to develop and manage scalable,
high-performance applications, whether they are Web-based, client/server, distributed, or host-based. Progress ProVision Plus lets
developers create and share common business logic among a variety of clients and Web and application servers, simplifying the devel-
opment and management of applications.

ProVision Plus permits development, testing, and deployment of applications in a single IDE. It offers the capabilities of the Progress®

4GL language as well as visual, component-based development through the Progress AppBuilder™ and development versions of the
Progress AppServer and RDBMS. It also has integrated reporting and source code management, and other tools to help developers
create, test, debug, partition and manage applications. Integration with the Progress RDBMS allows developers to build a single,
central repository that not only describes the database definitions but the application defaults and business rules as well. The Progress
4GL lets developers build application business logic quickly and efficiently. ProVision Plus includes Progress SmartObjects™ that
facilitate the creation of user interfaces as well as business logic components.

Progress ProVision Plus includes Progress WebSpeed Workshop, which allows developers to build Internet Transaction Processing
applications that deliver a high level of database connectivity and transaction management. WebSpeed can be used to Web and ASP-
enable existing Progress applications. It allows developers to create and edit code remotely via a Web browser. With Progress WebSpeed,
organizations can build simple, dynamic Web applications that can scale up to enterprise-class database applications. XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) is supported directly in WebSpeed’s SpeedScript language, allowing users to exchange data between
Progress-supported data sources and XML documents. XML, the emerging standard for exchanging data between disparate appli-
cations, is a markup language like HTML. However, unlike HTML, XML describes document content in terms of the data without
regard for how it is to be displayed.

Application Deployment Products

Progress® RDBMS

The Progress RDBMS products are high-performance relational databases that can scale from a single-user Windows system to
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and cache coherent non-uniform memory access (ccNUMA) systems, supporting thousands of
concurrent users. In addition to offering a low total cost of ownership and scalability, the Progress RDBMS products offer high
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availability, reliability, performance, and platform portability. With support for the ANSI SQL-92 Entry Level specification,
Progress RDBMS products integrate with enterprise applications, tools and numerous third-party data management systems. 

The three Progress RDBMS products - the Progress Enterprise RDBMS, the Progress Workgroup RDBMS, and the Progress Personal
RDBMS - allow users to select a solution that satisfies their business objectives. Customers can purchase what is needed today and,
as their requirements grow, they can upgrade to a more robust solution without changing program code. 

The Progress Enterprise RDBMS is designed for large user environments and the transaction processing throughput of high volume
SQL-based and Progress 4GL-based on-line transaction processing (OLTP) applications. The Progress Enterprise RDBMS was
developed with a flexible, multithreaded, multiserver architecture. The Progress Enterprise RDBMS is a powerful, open and large-scale
enterprise database that can run across multiple hardware platforms and networks. 

The architecture of the Progress storage engine lets applications take advantage of powerful computing systems. With support for
over 10,000 concurrent users and numerous terabytes of data, it provides the capacity for large-scale, high-performance computing.
One reason for this high performance is the addition of the patent-pending Concurrent Commit Lock Protocol. This new feature
increases the parallelism allowed within the storage engine for update and commit operations used by most database applications.
The net effect is that less work is done inside the storage engine for most operations, and CPU cycles are saved. Highly concurrent
processing for on-line interactive users is provided through features that reduce contention for shared resources, such as support for
today’s large multi-processor SMP and ccNUMA configurations, fine-grained shared memory locking, and SMP spin locks. The
resulting performance advantages allow the Enterprise RDBMS to scale effectively from smaller servers to large enterprise servers.

The Progress Enterprise RDBMS includes the functionality needed to meet OLTP requirements. These capabilities include row-level
locking, roll-back and roll-forward recovery, point-in-time recovery, distributed database management with two-phase commit, a
complete suite of on-line utilities and support for ANSI-standard SQL-92. Sophisticated self-tuning capabilities and simple graphical
interfaces for system administration facilitate installations, tuning and management. With low administration costs, low initial cost
of licenses and upgrade fees and limited software implementation costs, the Progress Enterprise RDBMS provides a significant cost-
of-ownership advantage over many competing database products.

The Progress Workgroup RDBMS, which offers many of the same powerful capabilities as the Progress Enterprise RDBMS, is designed
for workgroups of two to thirty simultaneous users. This department-level solution provides high performance, multi-user support
and cross-platform interoperability. The Progress Workgroup RDBMS runs on a wide variety of hardware and operating system plat-
forms. Because the flexible database architecture provides significant throughput on all supported platforms, a database developed
on one machine can serve applications on other systems and network configurations.

The Progress Personal RDBMS is bundled with Progress development tools, including Progress ProVision Plus, and is suitable for
deploying single-user SQL-based and 4GL-based applications and for developing, prototyping and testing applications.

Progress® AppServer™

Progress AppServer supports distributed enterprise applications that leverage existing applications, support new technologies, and
communicate with other applications as needed. An integrated application server for both Progress Version 9 4GL-based applications
and Progress WebSpeed Version 3 Web-based applications, Progress AppServer forms a middle tier between an application’s user
interface and its back-end data. Progress AppServer allows interoperability with various clients and various data sources and
improves the performance and scalability of business applications. Progress AppServer uses a component-based model for partitioning
an application for efficient deployment. Progress 4GL procedures can be encapsulated into components that represent an application’s
business logic. These components can then be placed on client systems or onto faster server machines distributed throughout the
enterprise or the Web. When distributed, the business logic components are reusable across multiple applications. A feature called
the SmartDataObject gives developers the ability to create these components. 
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Progress AppServer components can run on a single Windows NT or UNIX workstation for faster processing or on multiple machines
for failover capabilities. Additionally, all business logic and components can be accessed by multiple user interfaces for broad client
support. The AppServer Partitioning Tool, part of Progress Version 9, makes it possible to code applications using distributed
components or “partitions” that can be run either remotely on a Progress AppServer or locally on the client. Furthermore, the decision
on whether to run remotely or locally can be made at runtime without recompiling the client application. A developer can create
and compile an application once and deploy it in many different Progress AppServer configurations. Progress AppServers can connect
across the network to other Progress AppServers in complex, multi-tier configurations, allowing more effective enterprise business
solutions that increase available computing resources.  

Progress® WebSpeed® Transaction Server 

The WebSpeed Transaction Server provides a transaction-processing environment to help customers achieve high transaction volumes
and rapid responses for Web applications. With high throughput, sub-second transaction times, and dynamic load balancing, WebSpeed
Transaction Server provides the scalability required to handle thousands of simultaneous users. Record locking, transaction rollback,
and two-phase commit allow WebSpeed Transaction Server to safeguard application and data integrity, even if transactions are
interrupted, and protect the integrity of transactions that span multiple databases. Dynamic load balancing provides high availability
of transaction processing resources in a distributed, multi-tier environment. WebSpeed Transaction Server also allows developers
to leverage common business logic for client/server and Web applications. Flexible state management offers full support for extended
database queries and updates using stateless, state-aware, or state-persistent Web objects.

Progress® DataServers

The Company provides developers with a transparent interface to a wide range of database management systems through Progress
DataServers. These products offer full read, write, update and delete capabilities to diverse data management systems and enable
developers to write applications once and deploy them across numerous data sources. Progress DataServers also enable existing Progress
4GL and Web-based applications to access non-Progress data sources and allow the integration of new and legacy applications with
diverse databases.

Progress DataServer products include the Progress Oracle DataServer, the Progress DataServer for Microsoft SQL Server, the Progress
ODBC DataServer, which is available in Enterprise and Personal editions, and the Progress/400 DataServer. These products provide
an environment for developing and deploying Progress 4GL and Web-based applications designed for heterogeneous, distributed
computing environments. 

Progress® WebClient™

The Progress WebClient with IntelliStream™ technology enables customers to deploy an application with a thin client running a
rich, graphical user interface over the Internet, an intranet, or a LAN. Application developers can deploy a feature-rich client user
interface in the Progress 4GL and leverage the Internet for server functionality. The WebClient provides a real-time graphical client
running on an end user’s PC without the use of any emulation technology. The WebClient requires less bandwidth to install and
has a much smaller footprint than the traditional GUI client, yet it retains the functionality, including user interface triggers and
formatting, and performance. Progress IntelliStream is a technology that automates many deployment tasks. It includes simple and
flexible installation technology that performs many common installation tasks. After an application’s initial deployment, IntelliStream
provides efficient provisioning. It enables the WebClient to determine whether the application components have changed and the
application needs to be updated. IntelliStream simplifies preparing applications for deployment by providing an application assembler
that allows developers to create components that reflect how customers will use the application.
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Integration and Messaging Products

SonicMQ®

SonicMQ is a reliable Java messaging solution that provides a highly scalable, standards-based platform for the guaranteed and secure
delivery of business critical data across the extended enterprise. SonicMQ is one of the only standards-based messaging systems that
fully complies with Sun Microsystems’ Java Messaging Server (JMS) and the World Wide Web Consortium’s XML specifications.
SonicMQ V4.0, the latest release, began shipping in October 2001. Distributed applications bring together a number of variables
that make the integration and exchange of business-critical data a highly complex endeavor. Messaging allows such applications to
exchange data and business logic with each other asynchronously. SonicMQ allows developers to quickly establish and maintain an
efficient, high-performance messaging structure that can handle complex business logic flow requirements without compromising
application functionality.

SonicMQ provides guaranteed message delivery and high performance through its patent-pending Dynamic Routing Architecture
(DRA). The DRA provides the ability to dynamically add numerous business partners to an E-Business application. Messages are
delivered across the network of brokers via a routing path that enhances performance and limits outages. SonicMQ dynamically
detects all message brokers within the enterprise and across a network, including remote operations and business partners over the
Internet. This architecture scales to accommodate rapidly growing intranets and extranets, without the bottleneck of a central server. 

SonicXQ™

SonicXQ provides an intelligent XML-based backbone for integrating diverse applications and technologies across the extended enter-
prise. More open and flexible than traditional integration solutions, SonicXQ offers any-to-any connectivity through a distributed
service-oriented architecture. SonicXQ delivers a comprehensive set of components and services for reliably connecting applications
within and beyond the enterprise. Leveraging the SonicMQ messaging backbone, SonicXQ provides the foundation for distributed
services architectures using Web services and the J2EE Connector Architecture (JCA). The JCA defines a standard architecture for
connecting the J2EE platform to heterogeneous enterprise information systems.

SonicXQ offers the reliable, secure messaging infrastructure required by Web services to provide communication across distributed
systems, even over the Internet. SonicXQ also provides support for the standards commonly used in the deployment of Web services.

Application Management Products

Progress® Fathom™

Progress Fathom was released in November 2001. Progress Fathom is an enterprise-class application management tool designed to
increase the operational effectiveness of business systems. Progress Fathom enhances the availability and performance of Progress-based
applications through system monitoring, alerting, and automatic handling of corrective actions. Progress Fathom can allow customers
to become more efficient, decrease the cost of managing the Progress environment and maintain high availability and performance.

Progress Fathom provides database administrators and systems operations managers with the performance tools and processes required
to configure, monitor, diagnose and manage the Progress environment. Critical information is stored in Progress Fathom’s database
and can be accessed at any time to view the status of monitored resources.

Product Development

To date, most of PSC’s products have been developed by its internal product development staff. PSC believes that the features and
performance of its products are competitive with those of other available application development and deployment tools and that
none of the current versions of its products is approaching obsolescence. However, PSC believes that significant investments in new
product development and continuing enhancements of its current products will be required to enable the Company to maintain
its competitive position. 
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PSC’s product development staff consisted of 263 employees as of November 30, 2001. Product development is primarily conducted
at PSC’s offices in North America, including Bedford, Massachusetts; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Nashua, New Hampshire; and
Missassauga, Ontario. In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, PSC spent $42.1 million, $39.5 million and $38.8 million, respectively,
on product development, of which $0.4 million, $0.5 million and $0.5 million, respectively, were capitalized in those years. PSC
believes that the experience and depth of its product development staff are important factors in its success.

Customers

PSC globally markets its products primarily to ISVs and the IT departments of corporations and government agencies. In addition,
Sonic Software also markets to original equipment manufacturers who embed and resell SonicMQ and SonicXQ as part of an
integrated solution and to value added resellers who resell Sonic products and services, adding value in the form of complementary
product, consulting and/or support. No single customer has accounted for more than 10% of PSC’s total revenue in any of its last
three fiscal years.

Independent Software Vendors

The Company’s ISVs cover a broad range of markets, offer an extensive library of business applications and are a source of follow-on
revenue. PSC maintains on-line application catalogs and includes ISVs in trade shows and other marketing programs. PSC also has
kept entry costs for ISVs low to encourage a wide variety of ISVs to build applications. An ISV typically takes 6 to 12 months to
develop an application. Although many of the Company’s ISVs have developed successful applications and have large installed
customer bases, others are engaged in earlier stages of product development and marketing and may not contribute follow-on
revenue to PSC for some time, if at all. However, if an ISV succeeds in marketing its applications, PSC obtains follow-on revenue
as the ISV licenses copies of the Company’s deployment products to allow its application to be installed and used by customers.

IT Departments 

PSC licenses its products to IT departments of corporations, government agencies and other organizations to build complex
applications. Many IT departments that purchase ISV applications also purchase PSC’s development tools to supplement their
internal application development. Like ISVs, IT department customers may also license deployment products to install applications
at additional user sites.

Sales and Marketing

PSC sells its products through its direct sales force in the United States and in over 25 other countries and through independent
distributors in over 40 countries outside North America. The sales, marketing and service groups are organized by operating
company and, within the Progress Company, by region in North America, EMEA, Asia/Pacific and Latin America. PSC believes
that this structure allows it to maintain direct contact with and support the diverse market requirements of its customers. PSC’s
international operations provide focused local marketing efforts and are able to directly respond to changes in local conditions. 

Sales personnel are responsible for developing new ISV and IT accounts, assisting ISVs in closing major accounts and servicing
existing customers. PSC actively seeks to avoid conflict between the sales efforts of its ISVs and the Company’s own sales efforts.
PSC uses its telephone sales and sales administration groups to enhance its direct sales efforts and to generate new business and
follow-on business from existing customers. These groups may provide evaluation copies to ISVs or IT organizations to help qualify
them as prospective customers, and also sell additional development and deployment products to existing customers.

PSC’s marketing department conducts a variety of marketing programs designed to ensure a stream of market-ready products, raise
general awareness of PSC and its operating companies, generate leads for the sales organization and promote PSC’s various product
lines. These programs include public relations, direct mail, participation in trade shows, advertising and production of collateral
literature. The Progress Company sponsored a single worldwide users conference in the United States in fiscal 2001 and is planning
to hold a similar event in the United States in fiscal 2002.
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Customer Support

PSC’s technical support staff provides telephone support to application developers and end-users. Customers may also purchase an
annual maintenance service entitling them to software updates, technical support and technical bulletins. The annual fee for
maintenance is generally 15% to 20% of the current list price of the product to be maintained; first year maintenance is not included
with the Company’s products and is purchased separately. PSC provides technical support to customers primarily through its
technical support centers in Bedford, Massachusetts; Rotterdam, The Netherlands; and Melbourne, Australia. 

In December 2001, the Progress Company launched the Progress Software Developers Network (PSDN) to deliver information,
education, and software resources for creating business applications with Progress technology. PSDN facilitates the exchange of
technical expertise within the Progress developer community. PSDN offers Progress partners access to Progress expertise via technical
white papers, live chats with experts, as well as Web seminars.

Professional Services

PSC’s global professional services organization delivers a total business solution for customers through a combination of products,
consulting and education. PSC’s consulting organization offers project management, custom development, programming, application
implementation and Internet migration and other services. PSC’s consulting organization also provides services to Web-enable
existing applications or take advantage of the capabilities of new product releases. The Company’s education organization offers
numerous training options, from traditional instructor-led courses to advanced learning modules available on CDs. Personnel at
PSC’s international subsidiaries and distributors provide consulting and training services for customers located outside North America.

In December 2001, PSC introduced OpenEdge™ Business Solutions, which help customers quickly enhance and leverage their existing
Progress-based applications by utilizing the technology of the OpenEdge platform and the knowledge and experience of the Company’s
global professional services organization. Currently, OpenEdge Business Solutions include Application Management Solutions, which
improve the performance and availability of Progress-based business applications; Business Intelligence Solutions, which include
solutions that can be quickly implemented to help customers analyze key business metrics; Content Personalization Solutions, which
allow personalized communications with customers; and Disaster Recovery Solutions, designed to protect IT assets and provide
business continuity through online backup and services.

Competition

The computer software industry is intensely competitive. PSC experiences significant competition from a variety of sources with
respect to all its products. PSC believes that the breadth and integration of its product offerings have become increasingly important
competitive advantages. Other factors affecting competition in the markets served by PSC include product performance in complex
applications, application portability, vendor experience, ease of integration, price, training and support.

PSC competes in various markets with a number of entities including database vendors offering development tools in conjunction
with their database systems, such as IBM, Microsoft Corporation, Oracle Corporation and Sybase, Inc., as well as numerous
messaging vendors and application development tools vendors. PSC believes that Oracle, IBM and Microsoft currently dominate
the database market and that IBM dominates the messaging market. PSC does not believe that there is a dominant application
development tools vendor. Some of PSC’s competitors have greater financial, marketing or technical resources than PSC and may
be able to adapt more quickly to new or emerging technologies and changes in customer requirements or to devote greater resources
to the promotion and sale of their products than can the Company. Increased competition could make it more difficult for PSC to
maintain its revenue and market presence.
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Copyrights, Trademarks, Patents and Licenses

PSC relies upon a combination of contractual provisions and copyright, patent, trademark and trade secret laws to protect its
proprietary rights in its products. PSC distributes its products under software license agreements that grant customers a perpetual
nonexclusive license to use the Company’s products and contain terms and conditions prohibiting the unauthorized reproduction
or transfer of the Company’s products. In addition, PSC attempts to protect its trade secrets and other proprietary information through
agreements with employees and consultants. Although PSC intends to protect its rights vigorously, there can be no assurance that
these measures will be successful.

PSC seeks to protect the source code of its products as a trade secret and as an unpublished copyrighted work. PSC holds two patents
covering portions of the technology used in the Progress 4GL and two other patents from recent acquisitions. PSC has also made
patent applications for some of its various other product technologies. Where possible, PSC seeks to obtain protection of its product
names through trademark registration and other similar procedures.

Progress, WebSpeed and ProVision are registered trademarks of PSC. AppBuilder, AppServer, Dynamics, Fathom, OpenEdge,
SmartObjects, WebClient and Future Proof are trademarks of PSC. SonicMQ is a registered trademark and SonicXQ is a trademark
of Sonic Software Corporation. NuSphere is a trademark of NuSphere Corporation. All other trademarks or trade names appearing
in this Form 10-K are the property of their respective owners.

PSC believes that due to the rapid pace of innovation within its industry factors such as the technological and creative skills of its
personnel are as important in establishing and maintaining a leadership position within the industry, as are the various legal
protections of its technology. In addition, PSC believes that the nature of its customers, the importance of PSC’s products to them
and their need for continuing product support may reduce the risk of unauthorized reproduction.

Backlog

PSC generally ships its products within 30 days after acceptance of a customer order and execution of a license agreement.
Accordingly, PSC does not believe that its backlog at any particular point in time is indicative of future sales levels.

Employees

As of November 30, 2001, PSC had 1,395 employees worldwide, including 571 in sales and marketing, 339 in customer support
and services (including manufacturing and distribution), 263 in product development and 222 in administration. None of PSC’s
employees are subject to collective bargaining agreements. PSC has experienced no work stoppages and believes its relations
with employees are good.

PSC has various equity incentive plans that permit the granting of options to eligible employees and the purchase of shares by
eligible employees. The payment of cash bonuses and contributions to retirement plans is at the discretion of the compensation
committee of the Board of Directors and the amounts depend on the level of attainment relative to PSC’s financial plan. These
programs are designed to reduce employee turnover, although there can be no assurance that such programs will be successful.
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Executive Officers of the Registrant

The following table sets forth certain information regarding the executive officers of the Company.

Name Age Position

Joseph W. Alsop 56 Chief Executive Officer and Director

Lorne J. Cooper 45 President, NuSphere

David G. Ireland 55 President, the Progress Company

Gregory J. O’Connor 39 President, Sonic Software

Richard D. Reidy 42 Senior Vice President, Products

Norman R. Robertson 53 Senior Vice President, Finance and 
Administration and Chief Financial Officer

Mr. Alsop, a founder of PSC, has been a director and Chief Executive Officer since its inception in 1981.

Mr. Cooper joined the Company in February 2001 as President of NuSphere Corporation, a subsidiary of PSC. From November
1994 to June 2000, Mr. Cooper was employed by Sente, Inc., a computer software company, as President and Chief Executive
Officer. From July 2000 to January 2001, Mr. Cooper was Vice Chairman of Sequence Design, Inc., a computer software com-
pany.

Mr. Ireland joined the Company in September 1997 as Vice President, Core Products and Services and was appointed Vice President
and General Manager, Core Products and Services in March 1998, Vice President and General Manager, Worldwide Field
Operations in December 1999 and President, the Progress Company in December 2000. From 1994 to 1997, Mr. Ireland was employed
by Marcam Corporation, a computer software company, as a vice president and general manager. 

Mr. O’Connor was appointed Vice President, Apptivity Engineering in August 1998 and was appointed Vice President, Sonic
Engineering in December 1999 and President, Sonic Software Corporation, a subsidiary of PSC, in November 2001. From 1993
to 1998, Mr. O’Connor held various management positions within the product development organization of the Company.
Mr. O’Connor joined PSC in 1992.

Mr. Reidy was appointed Vice President, Development Tools in July 1996 and was appointed Vice President, Product Development
in July 1997, Vice President, Products in December 1999 and Senior Vice President, Products in December 2000. Mr. Reidy
joined PSC in 1985.

Mr. Robertson joined PSC in May 1996 as Vice President, Finance and Chief Financial Officer and was appointed Vice President,
Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer in December 1997 and Senior Vice President, Finance and Administration
and Chief Financial Officer in December 2000.
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Item 2. Properties

PSC owns its principal administrative, sales, support, marketing and product development facility, which is located in a single
building of approximately 165,000 square feet in Bedford, Massachusetts. PSC leases approximately 58,000 square feet in
Wilmington, Massachusetts, and maintains its manufacturing and distribution operations at this location. In addition, PSC maintains
offices in approximately 20 other locations in North America and approximately 40 locations outside North America. The terms
of leases generally range from one to seven years. PSC believes that its present and proposed facilities are adequate for its current
needs and that suitable additional space will be available as needed.

Item 3. Legal Proceedings

The Company is subject to various legal proceedings and claims, either asserted or unasserted, which arise in the ordinary course of
business. While the outcome of these claims cannot be predicted with certainty, management does not believe that the outcome of
any of these legal matters will have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results of operations.

Item 4. Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders

No matters were submitted to a vote of PSC’s shareholders during the fourth quarter of the fiscal year ended November 30, 2001.
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PART II

Item 5. Market for Registrant’s Common Equity and Related Stockholder Matters

The following table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the range of high and low trade prices for the Company’s common stock
as reported by the Nasdaq Stock Market. The Company’s common stock is traded under the Nasdaq symbol “PRGS.”

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000

High Low High Low

First Quarter $17.56 $11.63 $30.75 $18.56
Second Quarter 17.50 12.56 27.00 14.88
Third Quarter 17.80 14.75 19.13 10.94
Fourth Quarter 17.50 13.00 17.00 11.25

The Company has not declared or paid cash dividends on its common stock and does not plan to pay cash dividends to its shareholders
in the near future. As of December 31, 2001, the Company’s common stock was held by approximately 6,000 shareholders of record
or through nominee or street name accounts with brokers.

Item 6. Selected Financial Data

(In thousands, except per share data)

Year ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997

Revenue $261,998 $271,347 $286,147 $239,890 $188,314
Income (loss) from operations 21,305 38,695 46,704 30,027 (2,224)*

Net income (loss) 17,643 33,651 34,991 22,758 (1,607)*

Basic earnings (loss) per share 0.50 0.94 1.01 0.66 (0.04)*

Diluted earnings (loss) per share 0.46 0.85 0.89 0.59 (0.04)*

Weighted average shares (basic) 35,447 35,661 34,488 34,458 36,336
Weighted average shares (diluted) 38,425 39,472 39,212 38,560 36,336
Cash and short-term investments 174,516 158,106 158,665 113,999 93,485 
Working capital 135,241 117,680 111,616 69,188 67,760
Total assets 299,380 278,805 256,554 206,708 171,733
Long-term debt, including current portion – – – – –
Shareholders’ equity 185,176 166,813 142,311 102,693 96,439

* Includes non-recurring acquisition-related charges of $11.5 million or $0.31 per diluted share. Excluding these non-recurring items, net income would have been

$9.7 million or $0.27 per diluted share. 
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Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

Results of Operations 

The Company develops, markets and supports application development, deployment, integration and management software. Its
core product line, Progress, is composed primarily of the Progress ProVision, Progress RDBMS, Progress WebSpeed, Progress AppServer
and Progress DataServer products. In September 2001, the Company began shipping the latest major enhancement to the Progress
product line, Progress Version 9.1c. The Company began commercial shipments of SonicMQ, a standards-based messaging server,
in December 1999 and shipped the latest release, SonicMQ V4.0 in October 2001. Software license revenue continues to be
generated primarily from internally developed products. Geographic expansion in overseas markets has been achieved through a
combination of establishing offices in new markets and the acquisition of Progress-related assets of certain distributors. Over the
past several years, the Company’s revenue and earnings per share have been adversely affected by the strengthening of the US dollar
against many of the major currencies from which a substantial portion of its international revenue is derived.

In December 2000, the Company began conducting business through three separate operating units and a supporting research and
business development unit in order to enhance the Company’s opportunities in the e-business marketplace. The first operating unit
conducts business as the Progress Company and provides the Progress product set and services for building e-business solutions. The
second operating unit, Sonic Software Corporation, is a provider of Web services and messaging software. The third operating unit,
NuSphere Corporation, provides enhanced open source software and services. PSC Labs is the unit that has responsibility for research
and new business development activities.

The following table sets forth certain income and expense items as a percentage of total revenue, and the percentage change in dollar
amounts of such items compared with the corresponding period in the previous fiscal year.

Percentage of Total Revenue Period-to-Period Change

2001 2000

Compared Compared

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999 to 2000 to 1999

Revenue:
Software licenses 36% 40% 46% (13)% (17)%
Maintenance and services 64 60 54 3 5

Total revenue 100 100 100 (3) (5)
Costs and expenses:

Cost of software licenses 4 4 5 8 (26)
Cost of maintenance and services 21 19 19 5 (4)
Sales and marketing 40 38 37 1 (3)
Product development 16 14 13 7 2
General and administrative 11 11 10 3 2

Total costs and expenses 92 86 84 3 (3)
Income from operations 8 14 16 (45) (17)
Other income, net 2 4 2 (60) 128
Income before provision for income taxes 10 18 18 (48) (4)
Provision for income taxes 3 6 6 (50) (4)
Net income 7% 12% 12% (48) (4)

Fiscal 2001 Compared to Fiscal 2000

The Company’s total revenue decreased 3% from $271.3 million in fiscal 2000 to $262.0 million in fiscal 2001. Total revenue would
have been approximately the same in fiscal 2001 as in fiscal 2000 if exchange rates had been constant in fiscal 2001 as compared to
the exchange rates in effect in fiscal 2000. 
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Total revenue derived from the SonicMQ product line was $8.0 million in fiscal 2001 as compared to $2.4 million in fiscal 2000.
Revenue from NuSphere in each period was not significant as this organization is currently in the development stage.

Software license revenue decreased 13% from $109.2 million in fiscal 2000 to $95.3 million in fiscal 2001. The decrease in software
license revenue in fiscal 2001 was primarily due to a decline in demand from end-user customers as well as Independent Software
Vendors (ISVs), companies which have written software applications utilizing Progress Software technology and which resell the
Company’s products in conjunction with the sale of their applications. The software license decrease was partially offset by sales from
new products such as SonicMQ. In addition, the Company’s license revenue was adversely affected by the strong U.S. dollar, especially
relative to the euro, the British pound and the Brazilian real.

Software license revenue from development products, such as Progress ProVision, and most deployment products, including Progress
RDBMS, decreased year over year. Partially offsetting the decline in license revenue from these product groups was a significant increase
in license revenue from SonicMQ. However, this product line currently represents a small percentage of total software license revenue.

Maintenance and services revenue increased 3% from $162.1 million in fiscal 2000 to $166.7 million in fiscal 2001. The increase
in maintenance and services revenue was primarily the result of growth in the Company’s installed customer base and renewal of
maintenance contracts, growth in international consulting revenue, especially in Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA). The
maintenance and services revenue increase was partially offset by a decline in consulting revenue in North America and global
education revenue.  The decline in North America consulting revenue was primarily due to delays in new engagements, fewer projects
as a result of economic conditions and a slower overall market, especially in the ERP sector, for professional services in fiscal 2001
as compared to fiscal 2000.

Total revenue generated in markets outside North America decreased 5% from $165.8 million in fiscal 2000 to $158.3 million in
fiscal 2001 and represented 60% of total revenue in fiscal 2001 as compared to 61% in fiscal 2000. The decrease was the result of
substantially lower revenue in the Asia Pacific and Latin America regions in fiscal 2001 as compared to fiscal 2000. The decrease
in these regions was due to an overall market slowdown in the purchase of packaged applications, especially in the government
sector in various countries within Latin America. Total revenue generated in markets outside North America would have represented
62% of total revenue in fiscal 2001 if exchange rates had been constant in fiscal 2001 as compared to the exchange rates in effect in
fiscal 2000.

The Company is planning for total revenue growth in fiscal 2002 in the range of 5% to 7%. The Company’s expectation for fiscal
2002 revenue growth is based on an expected stabilization of revenue from the ISV channel, the Company’s plans to generate
additional software license and service revenue by focusing more of its selling efforts on end-users, projected continued growth of
new products and no further strengthening of the U.S dollar. However, there can be no assurance that the Company will be successful
in achieving its forecasts and plans or that other factors will not negatively impact its revenue.

Cost of software licenses consists primarily of cost of product media, documentation, duplication, packaging, royalties and amor-
tization of capitalized software costs. Cost of software licenses increased 8% from $9.8 million in fiscal 2000 to $10.6 million in
fiscal 2001 and increased as a percentage of software license revenue from 9% to 11%. The dollar increase was primarily due to higher
royalty expense for products and technologies licensed from third parties, partially offset by lower amortization expense from
previously capitalized software costs. The percentage increase was due to fixed costs, including certain distribution costs, being spread
over a smaller base of license revenue as well as changes in product mix. Cost of software licenses as a percentage of software license
revenue varies from period to period depending upon the relative product mix in a given period.

Cost of maintenance and services consists primarily of costs of providing customer technical support, education and consulting.
Cost of maintenance and services increased 5% from $52.9 million in fiscal 2000 to $55.4 million in fiscal 2001, but remained the
same percentage of maintenance and services revenue at 33%. The dollar increase was due to greater usage of third-party contractors
for service engagements, partially offset by lower headcount in the professional services group. The Company decreased its technical
support, education, and consulting staff by 6% from the end of fiscal 2000 to the end of fiscal 2001.
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Sales and marketing expenses increased 1% from $102.2 million in fiscal 2000 to $103.4 million in fiscal 2001 and increased as a
percentage of total revenue from 38% to 40%. The dollar increase in sales and marketing expenses was due to an increase in
compensation costs for the sales, sales support and marketing staff, partially offset by a decrease in the level of discretionary marketing
spending for trade shows, advertising campaigns, direct mail solicitations and other events. The percentage increase was primarily
due to the decline in revenue without a commensurate change in sales and marketing expenses. The Company decreased its sales,
sales support and marketing staff by 1% from the end of fiscal 2000 to the end of fiscal 2001.

Product development expenses increased 7% from $39.0 million in fiscal 2000 to $41.7 million in fiscal 2001 and increased as a
percentage of total revenue from 14% to 16%. The dollar and percentage increases were primarily due to an increase in headcount
and related compensation expense to support continued new product development efforts. The major product development efforts
in fiscal 2001 primarily related to the development and enhancement of new products such as SonicXQ and SonicMQ and the next
release of the Company’s principal product line, Progress Version 9.1c. The Company increased its product development staff by
6% from the end of fiscal 2000 to the end of fiscal 2001. 

The Company capitalized $0.5 million of software development costs in fiscal 2000 and $0.4 million in fiscal 2001 in accordance
with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 86, “Accounting for the Costs of Computer Software to be Sold,
Leased, or Otherwise Marketed” (SFAS 86). The amounts capitalized represented 1% of total product development costs in each
year. Capitalized software costs are amortized over the estimated life of the product (generally four years) in an amount equal to the
greater of the amount computed using the ratio of current revenue to total expected revenue in the product’s life or straight-line.
Amounts amortized are included in cost of software licenses.

General and administrative expenses include the costs of the finance, human resources, legal, information systems and administrative
departments of the Company and amortization of goodwill. General and administrative expenses increased 3% from $28.8 million
in fiscal 2000 to $29.5 million in fiscal 2001, but remained the same percentage of total revenue at 11%. The dollar increase in
general and administrative expenses was primarily due to slightly higher staff levels and slightly higher amounts for bad debt expense.
The Company increased its administrative staff by 3% from the end of fiscal 2000 to the end of fiscal 2001.

Income from operations decreased as a percentage of total revenue from 14% in fiscal 2000 to 8% in fiscal 2001. The dollar decrease
and the decrease in operating income as a percentage of revenue was primarily due to lower than expected revenue during the year
and continued investment in new business opportunities such as Sonic Software and NuSphere. This decrease was mitigated to some
extent by the Company’s efforts to manage costs and expenses as expected revenue was not achieved. International operations
contributed 83% of the total operating income in fiscal 2001 versus 56% in fiscal 2000. The increase in the percentage of operating
income generated by international operations was due to investments in new business, such as Sonic Software and NuSphere, in
North America. If the Company is able to meet its forecasted revenue target and expenses occur as planned, the Company expects
operating income as a percentage of revenue to be approximately 10% in fiscal 2002.

Other income decreased 60% from $10.8 million in fiscal 2000 to $4.3 million in fiscal 2001. The decrease was primarily due to
foreign currency losses in fiscal 2001 as compared to foreign currency gains in fiscal 2000 and lower interest income. The foreign
currency losses in fiscal 2001 primarily related to premiums paid for foreign exchange option contracts and translation losses on
intercompany receivable balances. The foreign currency gain in fiscal 2000 primarily related to gains from foreign exchange option
contracts under the Company’s foreign currency hedging programs. The decrease in interest income in fiscal 2001 as compared to
fiscal 2000 was due to lower interest rates. The Company expects its average interest earned on invested cash balances to be lower
in fiscal 2002 as compared to fiscal 2001 due to the continued reduction in market interest rates.

The Company’s effective tax rate was 31% in fiscal 2001 as compared to 32% in fiscal 2000. See Note 7 of Notes to Consolidated
Financial Statements. The Company expects its effective tax rate to decrease to approximately 30% in fiscal 2002.
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Fiscal 2000 Compared to Fiscal 1999

The Company’s total revenue decreased 5% from $286.1 million in fiscal 1999 to $271.3 million in fiscal 2000. Total revenue would
have increased by 1% in fiscal 2000 from fiscal 1999 if exchange rates had been constant in fiscal 2000 as compared to the exchange
rates in effect in fiscal 1999. 

Software license revenue decreased 17% from $131.5 million in fiscal 1999 to $109.2 million in fiscal 2000. The decrease in software
license revenue in fiscal 2000 was primarily due to a decline in revenue from ISVs.  In particular, software license revenue from ISVs
focused in the enterprise resource planning or ERP sector was down significantly on a global basis. In addition, the Company’s license
revenue was adversely affected by the strong U.S. dollar, especially relative to the euro. The decrease in license revenue was also affected
by a purchasing slowdown around the beginning of the year 2000.

Software license revenue from development products, such as Progress ProVision, and most deployment products, including Progress
RDBMS, decreased year over year. Partially offsetting the decline in license revenue from these product groups was significantly
increased license revenue from Internet-focused products, primarily Progress WebSpeed and, to a lesser extent, Progress SonicMQ.
However, these products represented a small percentage of total software license revenue.

Maintenance and services revenue increased 5% from $154.6 million in fiscal 1999 to $162.1 million in fiscal 2000. The increase
in maintenance and services revenue was primarily the result of growth in the Company’s installed customer base and renewal of
maintenance contracts, partially offset by a small decline in consulting revenue. The decline in consulting revenue after several years
of high growth was primarily due to delays in new engagements, fewer projects as a result of lower license revenue and a slower overall
market, especially in the ERP sector, for professional services in fiscal 2000 as compared to fiscal 1999.

Total revenue generated in markets outside North America decreased 5% from $175.0 million in fiscal 1999 to $165.8 million in
fiscal 2000 and represented 61% of total revenue in fiscal 2000, the same percentage as in fiscal 1999. Total revenue generated in
markets outside North America would have represented 63% of total revenue in fiscal 2000 if exchange rates had been constant in
fiscal 2000 as compared to the exchange rates in effect in fiscal 1999.

Total revenue was down in all regions, except Asia Pacific. Fiscal 2000 percentage revenue declines from fiscal 1999 were 6% in EMEA,
9% in Latin America and 5% in North America. Revenue in the Asia Pacific region increased 6% in fiscal 2000 as compared to fiscal
1999. Reported revenue from EMEA was impacted the most significantly of any region by the strong U.S. dollar in fiscal 2000. Revenue
from EMEA would have increased 5% in fiscal 2000 if exchange rates had been constant in fiscal 2000 as compared to the exchange
rates in effect in fiscal 1999.

Cost of software licenses decreased 26% from $13.2 million in fiscal 1999 to $9.8 million in fiscal 2000 and decreased as a percentage
of software license revenue from 10% to 9%. The dollar and percentage decreases were due to lower software license revenue volume
and lower documentation costs, partially offset by higher royalty expense for products and technologies licensed from third parties.

Cost of maintenance and services decreased 4% from $54.9 million in fiscal 1999 to $52.9 million in fiscal 2000 and decreased as a
percentage of maintenance and services revenue from 36% to 33%. The margin percentage improvement in fiscal 2000 as compared
to fiscal 1999 was primarily due to maintenance revenue increasing while the related technical support costs decreased due to lower
headcount. The dollar decrease was also due to lower headcount in the professional services group and decreased usage of third-party
contractors for service engagements. The Company decreased its technical support, education, and consulting staff by 9% from the
end of fiscal 1999 to the end of fiscal 2000.

Sales and marketing expenses decreased 3% from $104.8 million in fiscal 1999 to $102.2 million in fiscal 2000, but increased as a
percentage of total revenue from 37% to 38%. The dollar decrease in sales and marketing expenses was due to a decrease in the level
of discretionary marketing spending for trade shows, advertising campaigns, direct mail solicitations and other events and lower amounts
for incentive compensation, partially offset by an increase in headcount in the sales, sales support and marketing staff. The headcount
increase was primarily to support expansion of international operations and new products. The Company increased its worldwide
sales and marketing headcount by 11% from the end of fiscal 1999 to the end of fiscal 2000.
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Product development expenses increased 2% from $38.3 million in fiscal 1999 to $39.0 million in fiscal 2000 and increased as a
percentage of total revenue from 13% to 14%. The dollar and percentage increases were primarily due to a slight increase in headcount
to support continued new product development efforts. The major product development efforts in fiscal 2000 primarily related to
the development of new products such as Progress SonicMQ and the next version of the Company’s principal product line, Progress
Version 9.1. The Company increased its product development staff by 3% from the end of fiscal 1999 to the end of fiscal 2000. The
Company capitalized $0.5 million of software development costs in each of fiscal 1999 and fiscal 2000. The amounts capitalized
represented 1% of total product development costs in each year. 

General and administrative expenses increased 2% from $28.2 million in fiscal 1999 to $28.8 million in fiscal 2000 and increased
as a percentage of total revenue from 10% to 11%. The dollar and percentage increases in general and administrative expenses were
primarily due to higher staff levels and higher amounts for amortization of goodwill, partially offset by lower amounts for bad debt
expense. The Company increased its administrative staff by 5% from the end of fiscal 1999 to the end of fiscal 2000.

Income from operations decreased as a percentage of total revenue from 16% in fiscal 1999 to 14% in fiscal 2000. The dollar decrease
and the decrease in operating income as a percentage of revenue was primarily due to lower than expected revenue during the year.
This decrease was mitigated to some extent by the Company’s efforts to manage costs and expenses as expected revenue did not
materialize. International operations contributed 56% of the total operating income in fiscal 2000 versus 53% in fiscal 1999.

Other income increased 128% from $4.7 million in fiscal 1999 to $10.8 million in fiscal 2000. The increase was primarily due to
foreign currency gains in fiscal 2000 as compared to foreign currency losses in fiscal 1999 and higher interest income. The foreign
currency gain in fiscal 2000 related primarily to gains from the Company’s foreign currency hedging programs. The increase in
interest income in fiscal 2000 as compared to fiscal 1999 was due to higher interest rates and higher average cash balances.

The Company’s effective tax rate was 32% in fiscal 2000, the same as in fiscal 1999. See Note 7 of Notes to Consolidated Financial
Statements. 

Liquidity and Capital Resources

At the end of fiscal 2001, the Company’s cash and short-term investments totaled $174.5 million. The increase of $16.4 million
since the end of fiscal 2000 resulted from cash generated from operations and proceeds from stock issuances under the stock purchase
plan and exercises of stock options, partially offset by capital expenditures, common stock repurchases and acquisitions.

In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the Company generated $31.5 million, $43.1 million and $61.1 million, respectively, in cash
from operations. The decrease in cash generated from operations in fiscal 2001 was due to lower net income, the timing of payments
related to accounts payable and other accrued liabilities and a smaller increase in the deferred revenue balance. The increase of
$4.8 million in accounts receivable in fiscal 2001 was due to slower collections and the timing and mix of revenue within the period.
As a result, accounts receivable days sales outstanding increased to 70 days at the end of fiscal 2001, as compared to 67 days and 55
days at the end of fiscal years 2000 and 1999, respectively.

In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the Company purchased $8.5 million, $27.3 million and $9.3 million, respectively, of property
and equipment. The amount for fiscal 2000 included the purchase of the land and building of the Company’s principal facility in
Bedford, Massachusetts for $15.7 million. The remaining amounts for fiscal 2000 and the amounts for fiscal years 2001 and 1999
consisted primarily of computer equipment and software, furniture and fixtures and leasehold improvements, based on continued
growth of the business and replacement of older equipment. The Company financed these purchases primarily from cash generated
from operations.

In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the Company purchased and retired 832,398 shares, 1,087,942 shares and 2,042,238 shares,
respectively, of its common stock for $11.5 million, $17.3 million and $24.8 million, respectively. The Company financed these
purchases primarily from cash generated from operations.
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In September 2001, the Board of Directors authorized, for the period October 1, 2001 through September 30, 2002, the purchase
of up to 10,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock, at such times when the Company deems such purchases to be an
effective use of cash. Shares that are repurchased may be used for various purposes, including the issuance of shares pursuant to the
Company’s stock option and stock purchase plans. At November 30, 2001, approximately 9,900,000 shares of common stock remained
available for repurchase under this authorization.

In October 2001, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of PeerDirect, Inc., a developer of a
heterogeneous database replication system, for $2.0 million in cash. The acquisition was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly,
the results of operations with respect to the purchased assets are included in the Company’s operating results from the date of
acquisition. The allocation of the purchase price included $1.4 million to goodwill and $0.6 million to purchased technology.

In June 2001, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of Allegrix, Inc., an application service
infrastructure provider, for $2.5 million, including $2.2 million in cash and the assumption of $0.3 million of liabilities. The acquisition
was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly, the results of operations with respect to the purchased assets are included in the
Company’s operating results from the date of acquisition. The allocation of the purchase price included $1.4 million to property
and equipment, $1.0 million to goodwill and $0.1 million to accounts receivable and other current assets.

In January 2000, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of its distributor in South Africa for
$2.1 million. The acquisition was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly, the results of operations are included in the Company’s
operating results from the date of acquisition. The purchase price was allocated primarily to goodwill.

The Company is subject to various legal proceedings and claims, either asserted or unasserted, which arise in the ordinary course of
business. While the outcome of these claims cannot be predicted with certainty, management does not believe that the outcome of
any of these legal matters will have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results of operations.

The Company believes that existing cash balances together with funds generated from operations will be sufficient to finance the
Company’s operations and meet its foreseeable cash requirements (including planned capital expenditures, lease commitments and
other long-term obligations) through at least the next twelve months.

New Accounting Pronouncements

In July 2001, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued SFAS No. 141, “Business Combinations” (SFAS 141) and
SFAS No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets” (SFAS 142). SFAS 141 requires that all business combinations initiated after
June 30, 2001 be accounted for under the purchase method and that certain acquired intangible assets in a business combination
be recognized as assets apart from goodwill. SFAS 142 requires that ratable amortization of goodwill be replaced with periodic tests
of the goodwill’s impairment and that intangible assets other than goodwill be amortized over their useful lives. The provisions of
SFAS 142 will be effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, but early adoption is permitted. The Company plans
to adopt SFAS 142 in the first quarter of fiscal 2002 and does not expect any impairment of goodwill upon adoption. Goodwill
amortization was approximately $0.6 million in fiscal 2001.

In October 2001, the FASB issued SFAS No. 144, “Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets,” (SFAS 144)
which addresses financial accounting and reporting for the recognition and measurement of impairment of long-lived assets and
for the measurement of the disposal of long-lived assets. SFAS 144 supersedes SFAS No. 121. The Company plans to adopt SFAS
144 in the first quarter of fiscal 2002 and adoption will not have a material effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position
or results of operations.

Factors That May Affect Future Results

The Company operates in a rapidly changing environment that involves certain risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond
the Company’s control. The following discussion highlights some of these risks.
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Fluctuations in Revenue and Quarterly Results

The Company may experience significant fluctuations in future quarterly operating results that may be caused by many factors. Some
of these factors include changes in demand for the Company’s products, introduction, enhancement or announcement of products
by the Company and its competitors, market acceptance of new products, the growth rates of certain market segments including
messaging, size and timing of significant orders, budgeting cycles of customers, mix of distribution channels, mix of products and
services sold, mix of international and North American revenues, fluctuations in currency exchange rates, changes in the level of
operating expenses, changes in the Company’s sales incentive plans, customer order deferrals in anticipation of new products announced
by the Company or its competitors and general economic conditions. Revenue forecasting is uncertain, in large part, because the
Company generally ships its products shortly after receipt of orders. Most of the Company’s expenses are relatively fixed, including
costs of personnel and facilities, and are not easily reduced. Thus, an unexpected reduction in the Company’s revenue, or failure to
achieve the anticipated rate of growth, would have a material adverse effect on the profitability of the Company.

Global Economic Conditions

The uncertain effects on the global economy and the current business climate of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks may impact
the Company’s revenue in the near-term. Global economic conditions have continued to weaken since that event. If customer
buying patterns, such as lengthier decision-making processes, timing of expected deliveries and timing of new projects, change due
to worsening economic conditions, there will be a material adverse effect on the Company’s business and its financial results. 

Products

Ongoing enhancements to the Progress product set and Sonic product set will be required to enable the Company to maintain its
competitive position. There can be no assurance that the Company will be successful in developing and marketing enhancements to
its products on a timely basis, or that the enhancements will adequately address the changing needs of the marketplace. Delays in the
release of enhancements could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and operating results. 

The Company has derived most of its revenue from its core product line, Progress, and other products that complement Progress
and are generally licensed only in conjunction with Progress. Accordingly, the Company’s future results depend on continued
market acceptance of Progress and any factor adversely affecting the market for Progress could have a material adverse effect on the
Company’s business and its financial results. 

The Company is currently developing and enhancing the Sonic product set and other new products and services. The market for
Web services, messaging products, other Internet business-to-business products and application integration software is highly
competitive. Many potential customers have made significant investments in proprietary or internally developed systems and would
incur significant costs in switching to third-party products. Global e-commerce and online exchange of information on the
Internet and other similar open wide area networks continue to evolve. There can be no assurance that the Company’s products
will be successful in penetrating these new and evolving markets.

Rapid Technological Change

Overlaying the risks associated with the Company’s existing products and enhancements are ongoing technological developments
and rapid changes in customer requirements. The Company’s future success will depend upon its ability to develop and introduce
in a timely manner new products that take advantage of technological advances and respond to new customer requirements. The
Company is currently developing new products intended to help organizations meet the future needs of application developers. The
development of new products is increasingly complex and uncertain, which increases the risk of delays. There can be no assurance
that the Company will be successful in developing new products incorporating new technology on a timely basis, or that its new
products will adequately address the changing needs of the marketplace. 
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Future Acquisitions

As part of its business strategy, the Company has made and expects to continue to make acquisitions of businesses or investments
in companies that offer complementary products, services and technologies. Such acquisitions or investments include the risks of
assimilating the operations and personnel of acquired companies, realizing the value of the acquired assets relative to the price paid,
distraction of management from the Company’s ongoing businesses and potential product disruptions associated with the sale of
the acquired company’s products. These factors could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition
and operating results. Consideration paid for future acquisitions, if any, could be in the form of cash, stock or a combination thereof.
Dilution to existing shareholders and to earnings per share may result in connection with any such future acquisition.

Distribution Channels and New Markets 

Future results also depend upon the Company’s continued successful distribution of its products through its ISV channel and may
be impacted by downward pressure on pricing, which may not be offset by increases in volume. ISVs utilize technology from the
Company to create their applications and resell the Company’s products along with their own applications. During fiscal 2000 and
fiscal 2001, revenue from the ISV channel decreased as compared to the previous periods. If this negative revenue trend were to
continue through fiscal 2002, the Company’s business and operating results would be adversely affected. Any other adverse effect
on the ISVs’ business related to competition, pricing and other factors could also have a material adverse effect on the Company’s
business, financial condition and operating results.

The Company expects to devote significant resources to enable its ISVs to move their applications to the Internet and the
Application Service Provider (ASP) distribution model by providing a combination of technology, professional services and part-
nerships. The ASP distribution model enables ISVs to rent their business applications to end-user organizations over the Internet
or through other thin-client technologies. The ASP market is new and evolving. There can be no assurance that the ASP model will
become a viable market for business applications or that the Company will be successful in penetrating this new market.

NuSphere has and continues to develop a set of products and services for the open source market. The success of an open source
business model, which gives customers the right to freely copy and distribute software, is unproven. Few open source software
products have gained widespread commercial acceptance partly due to the lack of viable open source industry participants to offer
adequate service and support on a long-term basis. In addition, open source vendors are not able to provide industry standard
warranties and indemnities for their products, since these products have been developed largely by independent parties over whom
open source vendors exercise no control or supervision. There can be no assurance that NuSphere will be successful in building a
sustainable business model or that the enhanced open source products provided by NuSphere will attain sufficient market
acceptance to support such a business.

Competition

The Company experiences significant competition from a variety of sources with respect to the marketing and distribution of its
products. Many of these competitors have greater financial, marketing or technical resources than the Company and may be able
to adapt more quickly to new or emerging technologies and changes in customer requirements or to devote greater resources to the
promotion and sale of their products than can the Company. Increased competition could make it more difficult for the Company
to maintain its market presence. The marketplace for new products is intensely competitive and characterized by low barriers to
entry. As a result, new competitors possessing technological, marketing or other competitive advantages may emerge and rapidly
acquire market share.

In addition, current and potential competitors may make strategic acquisitions or establish cooperative relationships among them-
selves or with third parties, thereby increasing their ability to deliver products that better address the needs of the Company’s
prospective customers. Current and potential competitors also may be more successful than the Company in having their products
or technologies widely accepted. There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to compete successfully against current
and future competitors, and its failure to do so could have a material adverse effect upon the Company’s business, prospects, financial
condition and operating results. 
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International Operations

Approximately 58% of the Company’s total revenue in fiscal 2001 and in fiscal 2000 was attributable to international sales made through
its subsidiaries. Because a majority of the Company’s total revenue is derived from such international operations that are primarily
conducted in foreign currencies, changes in the value of these foreign currencies relative to the U.S. dollar may affect the Company’s
results of operations and financial position. There can be no assurance that the Company’s currency hedging transactions will
materially reduce the effect of fluctuation in foreign currency exchange rates on such results. If for any reason exchange or price
controls or other restrictions on the conversion of foreign currencies were imposed, the Company’s business could be adversely affected. 

Other potential risks inherent in the Company’s international business generally include longer payment cycles, greater difficulties
in accounts receivable collection, unexpected changes in regulatory requirements, export restrictions, tariffs and other trade barriers,
difficulties in staffing and managing foreign operations, political instability, reduced protection for intellectual property rights in
some countries, seasonal reductions in business activity during the summer months in Europe and certain other parts of the world
and potentially adverse tax consequences. Any one of these factors could adversely impact the success of the Company’s international
operations. There can be no assurance that one or more of such factors will not have a material adverse effect on the Company’s
future international operations, and, consequently, on the Company’s business, financial condition and operating results.

Hiring and Retention of Skilled Employees

The Company’s future success will depend in large part upon its ability to attract and retain highly skilled technical, managerial
and marketing personnel. There is significant competition for such personnel in the software industry. There can be no assurance
that the Company will continue to be successful in attracting and retaining the personnel it requires to successfully develop new
and enhanced products and to continue to grow and operate profitably.

Intellectual Property and Proprietary Rights

The Company’s success is heavily dependent upon its proprietary software technology. The Company relies principally on a com-
bination of contract provisions and copyright, trademark, patent and trade secret laws to protect its proprietary technology.
Despite the Company’s efforts to protect its proprietary rights, unauthorized parties may attempt to copy aspects of the Company’s
products or to obtain and use information that the Company regards as proprietary. Policing unauthorized use of the Company’s
products is difficult. There can be no assurance that the steps taken by the Company to protect its proprietary rights will be adequate
to prevent misappropriation of its technology or independent development by others of similar technology.

In addition, litigation may be necessary in the future to enforce the Company’s intellectual property rights, to protect the Company’s
trade secrets, to determine the validity and scope of the proprietary rights of others, or to defend against claims of infringement.
Although the Company believes that its products and technology do not infringe on any existing proprietary rights of others, there
can be no assurance that third parties will not assert infringement claims in the future. Such litigation could result in substantial
costs and diversion of resources and could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition and
operating results.

Third-Party Technology

The Company also utilizes certain technology which it licenses from third parties, including software which is integrated with
internally developed software and used in the Company’s products to perform key functions. There can be no assurance that func-
tionally similar technology will continue to be available on commercially reasonable terms in the future, or at all.

Stock Price Volatility

The market price of the Company’s common stock, like that of other technology companies, is highly volatile and is subject to wide
fluctuations in response to quarterly variations in operating results, announcements of technological innovations or new products
by the Company or its competitors, changes in financial estimates by securities analysts or other events or factors. The Company’s
stock price may also be affected by broader market trends unrelated to the Company’s performance.
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Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk 

The Company is exposed to a variety of risks, including changes in interest rates affecting the return on its investments and foreign
currency fluctuations. The Company has established policies and procedures to manage its exposure to fluctuations in interest rates
and foreign currency exchange rates.

Exposure to market rate risk for changes in interest rates relates to the Company’s investment portfolio. The Company has not used
derivative financial instruments in its investment portfolio. The Company places its investments with high-quality issuers and has
policies limiting, among other things, the amount of credit exposure to any one issuer. The Company limits default risk by purchasing
only investment-grade securities. The Company’s investments have an average remaining maturity of less than two years and are
primarily fixed-rate instruments. In addition, the Company has classified all its debt securities as available for sale. This classification
reduces the income statement exposure to interest rate risk. Based on a hypothetical 10% adverse movement in interest rates, the
potential losses in future earnings, fair value of risk-sensitive instruments, and cash flows are immaterial, although the actual effects
may differ materially from the hypothetical analysis.

The Company has entered into foreign exchange option and forward contracts to hedge certain transactions of selected foreign
currencies (mainly in Europe and Asia Pacific) against fluctuations in exchange rates. The Company has not entered into foreign
exchange option and forward contracts for speculative or trading purposes. The Company’s accounting policies for these contracts
are based on the designation of the contracts as hedging instruments. The criteria the Company uses for designating a contract
as a hedge include the contract’s effectiveness in risk reduction and matching of derivative instruments to the underlying trans-
actions. Market value increases and decreases on the foreign exchange option and forward contracts are generally recognized in
income in the same period as gains and losses on the underlying transactions. The Company operates in certain countries where
there are limited forward currency exchange markets and thus the Company has unhedged transaction exposures in these cur-
rencies. The Company generally does not hedge the net assets of its international subsidiaries. The notional principal amount
of outstanding foreign exchange option contracts at November 30, 2001 was $4.1 million. Unrealized market value gains on such
contracts were immaterial at November 30, 2001. Based on a hypothetical 10% adverse movement in all foreign currency
exchange rates, the Company’s revenue would be adversely affected by approximately 6% and the Company’s net income would be
adversely affected by approximately 20% (excluding any offsetting positive impact from the Company’s ongoing hedging pro-
grams), although the actual effects may differ materially from the hypothetical analysis.
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Item 8. Financial Statements and Supplementary Data

Independent Auditors’ Report:

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of Progress Software Corporation:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Progress Software Corporation and its subsidiaries as of
November 30, 2001 and 2000, and the related consolidated statements of operations, shareholders’ equity, and cash flows for each
of the three years in the period ended November 30, 2001. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial state-
ments. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Progress Software
Corporation and its subsidiaries as of November 30, 2001 and 2000, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each
of the three years in the period ended November 30, 2001, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America. 

/s/ Deloitte & Touche LLP

Boston, Massachusetts
December 18, 2001
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Consolidated Financial Statements:

Consolidated Balance Sheets

(In thousands, except share data)

November 30, 2001 2000

Assets
Current assets:

Cash and equivalents $108,337 $  90,722
Short-term investments 66,179 67,384
Accounts receivable (less allowances of 

$6,333 in 2001 and $7,144 in 2000) 54,230 49,429
Other current assets 11,067 12,303
Deferred income taxes 9,632 9,834

Total current assets 249,445 229,672
Property and equipment, net 36,990 37,427
Other assets 12,945 11,706

Total $299,380 $278,805

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity
Current liabilities:

Accounts payable $  10,386 $  11,010
Accrued compensation and related taxes 20,146 18,747
Income taxes payable 8,886 11,348
Other accrued liabilities 10,323 9,821
Deferred revenue 64,463 61,066

Total current liabilities 114,204 111,992
Commitments and contingent liabilities
Shareholders’ equity:

Preferred stock, $.01 par value; authorized, 1,000,000 shares; 
issued, none

Common stock, $.01 par value, and additional paid-in capital; 
authorized, 100,000,000 shares; issued and outstanding,
35,621,071 in 2001 and 35,315,288 shares in 2000 42,382 38,082

Retained earnings, including accumulated other
comprehensive loss of $2,720 in 2001 and $3,165 in 2000 142,794 128,731

Total shareholders’ equity 185,176 166,813
Total $299,380 $278,805

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Operations

(In thousands, except per share data)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Revenue:
Software licenses $  95,253 $109,218 $131,499 
Maintenance and services 166,745 162,129 154,648

Total revenue 261,998 271,347 286,147
Costs and expenses:

Cost of software licenses 10,612 9,798 13,188
Cost of maintenance and services 55,430 52,904 54,945
Sales and marketing 103,434 102,163 104,809
Product development 41,732 39,034 38,339
General and administrative 29,485 28,753 28,162

Total costs and expenses 240,693 232,652 239,443
Income from operations 21,305 38,695 46,704
Other income (expense):

Interest income 6,656 8,073 5,054
Foreign currency gain (loss) (2,385) 2,783 (374)
Minority interest – – 155
Other expense (8) (64) (96)

Total other income, net 4,263 10,792 4,739
Income before provision for income taxes 25,568 49,487 51,443
Provision for income taxes 7,925 15,836 16,452
Net income $  17,643 $  33,651 $  34,991

Basic earnings per share $0.50 $0.94 $1.01
Weighted average shares outstanding (basic) 35,447 35,661 34,488

Diluted earnings per share $0.46 $0.85 $0.89
Weighted average shares outstanding (diluted) 38,425 39,472 39,212

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Shareholders’ Equity

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Common stock and additional paid-in capital:
Balance, beginning of year $  38,082 $  40,491 $  18,966 
Exercise of employee stock options 6,926 3,947 18,541
Issuance of stock under the ESPP 2,779 3,162 2,070
Repurchase of common stock (7,434) (11,612) (9,626)
Stock option compensation – 77 81
Tax benefit from stock plans 2,029 2,017 10,459

Balance, end of year 42,382 38,082 40,491
Retained earnings:

Balance, beginning of year 128,731 101,820 83,727
Net income 17,643 33,651 34,991
Other comprehensive income:

Unrealized gains (losses) on investments, net of tax 819 78 (699)
Translation adjustments, net of tax (374) (1,159) (997)

Comprehensive income 18,088 32,570 33,295
Repurchase of common stock (4,025) (5,659) (15,202)

Balance, end of year 142,794 128,731 101,820
Total shareholders’ equity $185,176 $166,813 $142,311

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income $  17,643 $  33,651 $  34,991 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash 

provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization of property and equipment 10,389 9,946 10,641
Allowances for accounts receivable 1,632 1,495 2,098 
Amortization of capitalized software costs 1,078 1,644 2,101
Amortization of intangible assets 673 739 586
Deferred income taxes (818) (308) (2,013)
Minority interest in subsidiary – – (155)
Other non-cash charges – 439 81
Changes in operating assets and liabilities, net of effects

from acquisitions:
Accounts receivable (5,962) (6,470) (12,458)
Other current assets 1,859 (2,977) (311)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 828 (6,123) 5,258
Income taxes payable 663 4,280 8,905
Deferred revenue 3,525 6,750 11,331

Net cash provided by operating activities 31,510 43,066 61,055
Cash flows from investing activities:

Purchases of investments available for sale (38,737) (63,608) (59,606)
Maturities of investments available for sale 40,761 73,316 45,631
Purchase of property and equipment (8,518) (27,301) (9,331)
Capitalized software costs (393) (525) (514)
Acquisitions, net of cash acquired (4,150) (2,100) –
Decrease (increase) in other non-current assets 195 (1,767) (578)

Net cash used for investing activities (10,842) (21,985) (24,398)
Cash flows from financing activities:

Proceeds from issuance of common stock 9,705 7,109 20,611
Repurchase of common stock (11,459) (17,271) (24,828)

Net cash used for financing activities (1,754) (10,162) (4,217)
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash (1,299) (1,848) (944)
Net increase in cash and equivalents 17,615 9,071 31,496
Cash and equivalents, beginning of year 90,722 81,651 50,155
Cash and equivalents, end of year $108,337 $  90,722 $  81,651

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Note 1: Nature of Business and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

The Company

Progress Software Corporation (the Company) is a global supplier of products and services for business applications deployed in
an Internet or multi-tiered environment. The Company develops, markets and distributes application development, deployment,
integration and management software to business, industry and governments worldwide. The Company also provides consulting,
education and support to its customers through its worldwide professional services organization.

Accounting Principles

The consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles gen-
erally accepted in the United States of America.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of consolidated financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts
reported in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Basis of Consolidation 

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its subsidiaries. All intercompany balances and
transactions have been eliminated.

Foreign Currency Translation 

For foreign operations with the local currency as the functional currency, assets and liabilities are translated into U.S. dollars at the
exchange rate on the balance sheet date. Income and expense items are translated at average rates of exchange prevailing during each
period. Translation adjustments are accumulated in other comprehensive income (loss), a component of shareholders’ equity.

For foreign operations with the U.S. dollar as the functional currency, monetary assets and liabilities are translated into U.S. dollars
at the exchange rate on the balance sheet date. Nonmonetary assets and liabilities are remeasured into U.S. dollars at historical exchange
rates.  Income and expense items are translated at average rates of exchange prevailing during each period. Translation adjustments
are recognized currently as a component of foreign currency gain or loss.

On December 1, 2000, the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 133, “Accounting for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities” (SFAS 133), which establishes accounting and reporting standards for derivative instruments.
All derivatives, whether designated in hedging relationships or not, are required to be recorded on the balance sheet at fair value. If
the derivative is designated as a fair value hedge, the changes in the fair value of the derivative and of the hedged item attributable
to the hedged risk are recognized in earnings. If the derivative is designated as a cash flow hedge, the effective portions of changes
in the fair value of the derivative are recorded in other comprehensive income and are recognized in the income statement when the
hedged item affects earnings. Ineffective portions of changes in the fair value of cash flow hedges are recognized in earnings. Adoption
of SFAS 133 did not have a material effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results of operations.

The Company uses derivative instruments to manage exposures to fluctuations in the value of foreign currencies. Certain forecasted
transactions and assets are exposed to foreign currency risk. The Company’s objective for holding derivatives is to eliminate or reduce
the impact of these exposures. The Company monitors its foreign currency exposures daily to enhance the overall effectiveness of its
foreign currency hedge positions. Principal currencies hedged include the euro, British pound, and Australian dollar. Options used
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to hedge a portion of forecasted international intercompany revenue for up to one year in the future are designated as cash flow
hedging instruments. Forward contracts not designated as hedging instruments under SFAS 133 are also used to hedge the impact
of the variability in exchange rates on accounts receivable and collections denominated in certain foreign currencies. The notional prin-
cipal amount of outstanding foreign exchange option contracts at November 30, 2001 was $4.1 million. Unrealized market value gains
on such contracts were immaterial at November 30, 2001. Major U.S. multinational banks are counterparties to the option contracts. 

For options designated as cash flow hedges, changes in the time value are excluded from the assessment of hedge effectiveness. Hedge
ineffectiveness, determined in accordance with SFAS 133, had no impact on earnings for fiscal 2001. For fiscal 2001, foreign currency
loss included a net loss of $0.8 million for changes in the time value of options designated as cash flow hedges. 

Revenue Recognition 

Revenue is recognized when earned. Software license revenue is recognized upon shipment of the product provided that the license
fee is fixed and determinable, persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists and collection is probable. Software licenses sold together
with maintenance and/or consulting services are generally recognized upon shipment using the residual method, provided that the
above criteria have been met. If payment of the software license fees is dependent upon the performance of the consulting services
and the consulting services are essential to the functionality of the licensed software, then both the software license and consulting
fees are recognized under the percentage-of-completion method of contract accounting. Maintenance revenue is deferred and
recognized ratably over the term of the applicable agreement. Revenue from services, primarily consulting and customer education,
is generally recognized as the related services are performed. 

Cash Equivalents and Short-Term Investments 

Cash equivalents include short-term, highly liquid investments purchased with remaining maturities of three months or less. Short-
term investments, which consist primarily of municipal and U.S. Treasury obligations and corporate debt securities purchased with
remaining maturities of more than three months, are classified as investments available for sale and stated at fair value. Aggregate unre-
alized holding gains and losses are included as a component of accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) in shareholders’ equity.

Supplemental Cash Flow Information 

In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the Company paid $9.0 million, $10.9 million and $9.5 million in income taxes, respectively.

Concentration of Credit Risk 

Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of cash, short-term
investments and trade receivables. The Company has cash investment policies which, among other things, limit investments to
investment-grade securities. The Company performs ongoing credit evaluations of its customers, and the risk with respect to trade
receivables is further mitigated by the diversity, both by geography and by industry, of the customer base.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments 

The carrying amount of cash, accounts receivable and accounts payable approximates fair value due to the short-term nature of these
instruments. The fair value of investments available for sale is based on current market value (Note 3).
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Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Depreciation and amortization are provided on the straight-line method over the
estimated useful lives (three to thirty-nine years) of the related assets or the remaining terms of leases, whichever is shorter.

Capitalization of Software Costs 

The Company capitalizes certain internally generated software development costs after technological feasibility of the product has
been established. Capitalized software costs, included in other assets, also consist of amounts paid for purchased software which has
reached technological feasibility. Such costs are amortized over the estimated life of the product (generally four years) in an amount
equal to the greater of the amount computed using the ratio of current revenue to total expected revenue in the product’s life or
straight-line. The Company periodically compares the unamortized costs of capitalized software to the expected future revenues for
the products. If the unamortized costs exceed the expected future net realizable value, the excess amount is written off. Accumulated
amortization was approximately $11.7 million and $10.6 million at November 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively.

Intangible Assets 

Intangible assets, included in other assets, primarily represent goodwill and are recorded at cost. Such costs are amortized over
periods ranging from three to seven years. Accumulated amortization was approximately $2.1 million and $1.8 million at
November 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively.

Investment in Related Party 

The Company has a 7% ownership stake, on a fully-diluted basis, in EasyAsk, Inc., a privately-held software company whose
chairman is on the board of directors of the Company. The investment in EasyAsk, Inc., accounted for using the cost method,
approximated $1.3 million at November 30, 2001 and 2000 and is included in other assets. The Company periodically
considers available evidence in evaluating potential impairment of its investment. 

Stock-Based Compensation Plans 

The Company accounts for its stock option plans and its employee stock purchase plan in accordance with the provisions of Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 25, “Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees” (APB 25). In accordance with SFAS No. 123,
“Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation” (SFAS 123), the Company provides additional pro forma disclosures (Note 5). 

Income Taxes 

The Company provides for deferred income taxes resulting from temporary differences between financial and taxable income. Such
differences arise primarily from depreciation, accruals, deferred revenue, capitalized software costs, tax loss carryforwards and allowances
for accounts receivable. No provision for U.S. income taxes has been made for the undistributed earnings of non-U.S. subsidiaries,
as these earnings have been permanently reinvested or would be principally offset by foreign tax credits. Cumulative undistributed
foreign earnings were approximately $28.9 million at November 30, 2001.

Earnings Per Share 

Basic earnings per share is computed using the weighted average number of common shares outstanding. Diluted earnings per share
is computed using the weighted average number of common shares outstanding plus the effect of outstanding stock options using
the treasury stock method. 
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Comprehensive Income 

The components of comprehensive income include unrealized gains and losses on investments and foreign currency translation
adjustments. Accumulated foreign currency translation losses, net of taxes, were approximately $3.4 million and $3.1 million at
November 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively. Accumulated unrealized gains (losses) on short-term investments, net of taxes, were
approximately $0.7 million and $(0.1) million at November 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively.

New Accounting Pronouncements

In July 2001, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued SFAS No. 141, “Business Combinations” (SFAS 141) and
SFAS No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets” (SFAS 142). SFAS 141 requires that all business combinations initiated after
June 30, 2001 be accounted for under the purchase method and that certain acquired intangible assets in a business combination
be recognized as assets apart from goodwill. SFAS 142 requires that ratable amortization of goodwill be replaced with periodic tests
of the goodwill’s impairment and that intangible assets other than goodwill be amortized over their useful lives. The provisions of
SFAS 142 will be effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2001, but early adoption is permitted. The Company plans
to adopt SFAS 142 in the first quarter of fiscal 2002 and does not expect any impairment of goodwill upon adoption. Goodwill
amortization was approximately $0.6 million in fiscal 2001.

In October 2001, the FASB issued SFAS No. 144, “Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets,” (SFAS 144)
which addresses financial accounting and reporting for the recognition and measurement of impairment of long-lived assets and
for the measurement of the disposal of long-lived assets. SFAS 144 supersedes SFAS No. 121. The Company plans to adopt SFAS 144
in the first quarter of fiscal 2002 and adoption will not have a material effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or
results of operations.

Note 2: Business Combinations

In October 2001, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of PeerDirect, Inc., a developer of a
heterogeneous database replication system, for $2.0 million in cash. The acquisition was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly
the results of operations with respect to the purchased assets are included in the Company’s operating results from the date of
acquisition. The allocation of the purchase price included $1.4 million to goodwill and $0.6 million to purchased technology.

In June 2001, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of Allegrix, Inc., an application service
infrastructure provider, for $2.5 million, consisting of $2.2 million in cash and the assumption of $0.3 million of liabilities. The
acquisition was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly, the results of operations with respect to the purchased assets are included
in the Company’s operating results from the date of acquisition. The allocation of the purchase price included $1.4 million to
property and equipment, $1.0 million to goodwill and $0.1 million to accounts receivable and other current assets.

In January 2000, the Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, acquired certain assets of its distributor in South Africa for
$2.1 million. The acquisition was accounted for as a purchase, and accordingly, the results of operations are included in the Company’s
operating results from the date of acquisition. The purchase price was allocated primarily to goodwill.

If these acquisitions had been made at the beginning of the earliest year presented, the effect on the consolidated financial statements
would not have been significant.
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Note 3: Cash and Short-Term Investments

A summary of the Company’s investments available for sale by major security type (including $66.4 million classified as cash equiv-
alents) at November 30, 2001 was as follows:

(In thousands)

Gross Gross

Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Fair

Security Type Cost Gains Losses Value

Corporate debt securities $ 66,100 – – $ 66,100
State and municipal obligations 53,340 $ 736 $(1) 54,075
U.S. government obligations 12,063 343 – 12,406

Total $131,503 $1,079 $(1) $132,581

The fair value of debt securities at November 30, 2001, by contractual maturity, was as follows:

(In thousands)

Due in one year or less $103,017
Due after one year 29,564

Total $132,581

A summary of the Company’s investments available for sale by major security type (including $61.8 million classified as cash equiv-
alents) at November 30, 2000 was as follows:

(In thousands)

Gross Gross

Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Fair

Security Type Cost Gains Losses Value

Corporate debt securities $ 62,573 – – $ 62,573
State and municipal obligations 57,492 $50 $(234) 57,308
U.S. government obligations 9,257 3 (1) 9,259

Total $129,322 $53 $(235) $129,140

Note 4: Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consisted of the following:

(In thousands)

November 30, 2001 2000

Computer equipment and software $64,163 $58,304
Land, building and leasehold improvements 27,605 26,625
Furniture and fixtures 7,205 6,736

Total 98,973 91,665
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization 61,983 54,238

Property and equipment, net $36,990 $37,427
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Note 5: Shareholders’ Equity

Preferred Stock 

The Board of Directors is authorized to establish one or more series of preferred stock and to fix and determine the number and
conditions of preferred shares, including dividend rates, redemption and/or conversion provisions, if any, preference and voting rights.
At November 30, 2001, the Board of Directors had not authorized any series of preferred stock.

Common Stock 

In fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, the Company purchased and retired 832,398 shares, 1,087,942 shares and 2,042,238 shares,
respectively, of its common stock for $11.5 million, $17.3 million and $24.8 million, respectively. 

In September 2001, the Board of Directors authorized, for the period October 1, 2001 through September 30, 2002, the purchase
of up to 10,000,000 shares of the Company’s common stock, at such times when the Company deems such purchases to be an effec-
tive use of cash. Shares that are repurchased may be used for various purposes, including the issuance of shares pursuant to the
Company’s stock option and stock purchase plans. At November 30, 2001, approximately 9,900,000 shares of common stock remained
available for repurchase under this authorization. 

Stock Options 

The Company has three stock option plans: the 1992 Incentive and Nonqualified Stock Option Plan (1992 Plan), the 1994 Stock
Incentive Plan (1994 Plan) and the 1997 Stock Incentive Plan (1997 Plan), collectively, the Plans. The Plans permit the granting of
stock awards to officers, members of the Board of Directors, employees and consultants. Awards under the 1994 and 1997 Plans
may include stock options (both incentive and non-qualified), grants of conditioned stock, unrestricted grants of stock, grants of
stock contingent upon the attainment of performance goals and stock appreciation rights. No awards other than incentive and non-
qualified stock options were granted under the Plans in fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999.

In April 2000 and in April 1999, the shareholders of the Company adopted and approved increases in the number of shares of com-
mon stock authorized for issuance under the 1997 Plan in the amounts of 2,500,000 and 3,000,000 shares, respectively. A total of
19,540,000 shares are issuable under the Plans, of which approximately 2,045,000 shares were available for grant at November 30, 2001.

A summary of stock option activity under the Plans is as follows:

(In thousands, except per share data)

Weighted Average

Number Exercise Price

Of Shares Per Share

Options outstanding, December 1, 1998 9,720 $ 6.17
Granted 2,560 12.43
Exercised (3,197) 5.80
Canceled  (1,175) 7.24

Options outstanding, November 30, 1999 7,908 8.19
Granted 2,472 15.04
Exercised (552) 7.14
Canceled  (1,296) 10.08

Options outstanding, November 30, 2000 8,532 9.95
Granted 3,265 13.00
Exercised (898) 7.71
Canceled  (869) 13.09

Options outstanding, November 30, 2001 10,030 $10.88
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For various exercise price ranges, characteristics of outstanding and exercisable stock options at November 30, 2001 were as follows:

(Number of shares in thousands)

Options Outstanding Options Exercisable

Weighted

Average Weighted Weighted

Range of Number of Remaining Average Number of Average

Exercise Price: Shares Life (in years) Exercise Price Shares Exercise Price

$14.50 - 16.00 1,682 3.80 $ 5.21 1,558 $ 5.19
$16.23 - 17.23 1,623 4.63 7.16 1,288 7.15
$19.00 - 12.19 1,702 8.09 11.06 777 10.75
$12.81 - 13.31 4,119 9.04 12.93 961 12.88
$13.88 - 19.25 904 8.32 18.37 316 18.66
$14.50 - 19.25 10,030 7.22 $10.88 4,900 $ 8.97

At the end of fiscal years 2000 and 1999, the Company had 3,952,000 shares and 2,854,000 shares subject to exercisable options,
respectively, with weighted average exercise prices of $7.82 and $6.66 per share, respectively.

Employee Stock Purchase Plan 

The 1991 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP), as amended in April 2001 and April 1998, permits eligible employees to purchase
up to a maximum of 2,300,000 shares of common stock of the Company at 85% of the lesser of the market value of such shares at
the beginning of a 27-month offering period or the end of each three-month segment within such offering period. During fiscal
years 2001, 2000 and 1999, 240,047 shares, 297,973 shares and 217,002 shares, respectively, were issued with weighted average pur-
chase prices of $11.57, $10.61 and $9.54 per share, respectively, under the ESPP. At November 30, 2001, approximately 973,000
shares were available and reserved for issuance under the ESPP.

Subsidiary Options Plan 

Sonic Software Corporation and NuSphere Corporation, wholly-owned subsidiaries of the Company, have separate option plans
for their employees. These options are granted at fair value based on valuation reports from an independent appraiser. The options
vest over four years and have terms of ten years. These options are not convertible into the Company’s shares. The number of shares
that may be granted under each of these option plans represents approximately 20% of the authorized shares of each subsidiary. As
of November 30, 2001, no shares were vested or had been exercised under either of the plans.
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Pro Forma Disclosures 

The pro forma disclosures are required to be determined as if the Company had accounted for its stock-based compensation arrange-
ments granted subsequent to November 30, 1995 under the fair value method of SFAS 123. The fair value of options and ESPP shares
granted in fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999 reported below has been estimated at the date of grant using a Black-Scholes option
valuation model with the following ranges of assumptions:

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Stock Purchase Plan:
Expected volatility 35.9 - 57.8% 42.5 - 61.7% 35.1 - 65.0%
Risk-free interest rate 2.4 - 5.6% 4.2 - 6.2% 4.1 - 5.4%
Expected life in years 0.9 1.6 1.1
Expected dividend yield None None None

Stock Options:
Expected volatility 50.2-50.3% 47.5 - 49.7% 46.5 - 47.5%
Risk-free interest rate 4.2 - 5.1% 5.9 - 6.8% 4.5 - 6.2%
Expected life in years 6.0 6.0 6.0
Expected dividend yield None None None

For purposes of the pro forma disclosure, the estimated fair value of options is amortized to expense over the vesting period. Had
compensation costs for options and ESPP shares been determined based on the Black-Scholes option valuation model as prescribed
by SFAS 123, pro forma net income and pro forma diluted earnings per share would have been:

(In thousands, except per share data)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Pro forma net income $11,297 $27,870 $31,072
Pro forma diluted earnings per share $0.29 $0.71 $0.79

Based on the above assumptions, the weighted average estimated fair value of options granted in fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999
was $7.35, $8.58 and $6.59 per share, respectively. The weighted average estimated fair value for shares issued under the ESPP in
fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999 was $5.66, $6.01 and $4.43 per share, respectively.

Note 6: Retirement Plan

The Company maintains a retirement plan covering all U.S. employees under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. Company
contributions to the plan are at the discretion of the Board of Directors and totaled approximately $1.9 million, $1.8 million and
$2.5 million for fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, respectively.

Note 7: Income Taxes

The components of pretax income were as follows: 

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

United States $16,540 $38,847 $37,527
Non-U.S. 9,028 10,640 13,916

Total $25,568 $49,487 $51,443
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The provisions for income taxes were comprised of the following:

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Current:
Federal $2,585 $ 9,942 $11,571
State 1,510 1,996 2,109
Foreign 4,648 4,206 4,785

Total current 8,743 16,144 18,465

Deferred:
Federal 140 (254) (1,902)
State 28 (50) (378) 
Foreign (986) (4) 267

Total deferred (818) (308) (2,013) 
Total $7,925 $15,836 $16,452

The tax effects of significant items comprising the Company’s deferred taxes were as follows:

(In thousands)

November 30, 2001 2000

Deferred tax liabilities:
Capitalized software costs $ (81) $ (250)

Total deferred tax liabilities (81) (250)
Deferred tax assets:
Accounts receivable 2,427 2,435
Depreciation and amortization 2,797 2,550
Other current assets 692 1,010
Accrued compensation 1,301 1,141
Deferred revenue 2,231 2,660
Tax loss carryforwards 1,259 1,489
Accrued liabilities and other 3,516 2,921

Total deferred tax assets 14,223 14,206
Valuation allowance (530) (886)

Total $13,612 $13,070

The valuation allowance applies to deferred tax assets, primarily net operating loss carryforwards, in certain foreign jurisdictions where
realization is not assured. The change in the valuation allowance of $0.3 million in each of fiscal years 2001 and 2000 primarily related
to the utilization of tax loss carryforwards. Noncurrent deferred taxes of $4.0 million and $3.2 million were included in other assets
at November 30, 2001 and 2000, respectively.

The Company has foreign net operating loss carryforwards of $1.5 million expiring on various dates through 2006 and $2.2 million
that can be carried forward indefinitely.
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A reconciliation of the U.S. federal statutory rate to the effective tax rate was as follows:

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Tax at U.S. federal statutory rate 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%
Non-U.S 1.7 0.3 1.7
Foreign sales corporation (5.2) (3.6) (4.5)
Research credits (1.3) (0.6) (1.2)
State income taxes, net 5.0 2.5 2.2
Tax-exempt interest (4.6) (2.0) (1.6)
Other 0.4 0.4 0.4

Total 31.0% 32.0% 32.0%

Note 8: Operating Leases

The Company leases certain facilities and equipment under noncancelable operating lease arrangements. Future minimum rental
payments at November 30, 2001 under these leases are as follows:

(In thousands)

2002 $ 8,373
2003 7,023
2004 5,952
2005 3,480
2006 1,839
Thereafter 6,268

Total $32,935

Total rent expense under operating lease arrangements was approximately $7.2 million, $7.2 million and $7.4 million for fiscal years
2001, 2000 and 1999, respectively.

Note 9: Litigation

The Company is subject to various legal proceedings and claims, either asserted or unasserted, which arise in the ordinary course of
business. While the outcome of these claims cannot be predicted with certainty, management does not believe that the outcome of
any of these legal matters will have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results of operations.

Note 10: Business Segments and International Operations

In December 2000, the Company began conducting business through three separate operating units and a supporting research and
business development unit in order to enhance the Company’s opportunities in the e-business marketplace. The first operating unit
conducts business as the Progress Company and provides the Progress 4GL, WebSpeed and the Progress RDBMS products and
services. The second operating unit, Sonic Software Corporation, is a provider of Web services and messaging software. The third
operating unit, NuSphere Corporation, provides enhanced open source software and services. PSC Labs has responsibility for research
and new business development activities.

Segment information is presented in accordance with SFAS 131, “Disclosures About Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information.”
This standard is based on a management approach, which requires segmentation based upon the Company’s internal organization
and disclosure of revenue and operating income based upon internal accounting methods. 
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Based upon the aggregation criteria for segment reporting, the Company has two reportable segments: E-Business Application
Development & Deployment, which includes the Progress Company, NuSphere and PSC Labs, and E-Business Integration, which
includes Sonic Software and certain Sonic-related international sales and marketing support activities within the Progress Company.
The Company does not account for, or report, its assets, capital expenditures, interest income or provision for income taxes by
segment. The Company has not presented the reportable segments discussed above for fiscal years 2000 and 1999 as the Company
did not launch these operating units until fiscal 2001 and it is impractical to restate prior periods on this basis. The following table
sets forth the Company’s revenue and income from operations from the Company’s reportable segments for fiscal 2001:

(In thousands)

E-Business

Application 

Development & E-Business

Deployment Integration Eliminations Total

Revenue $257,985 $   5,286 $(1,273) $261,998
Income (loss) from operations $ 43,466 $(20,888) $(1,273) $ 21,305

Amounts included under Eliminations represent intersegment sales. Total revenue from the SonicMQ product line, generated by
both segments, was $8.0 million in fiscal 2001 as compared to $2.4 million in fiscal 2000.

The Company’s revenues are derived from licensing its products, and from related services, which consist of maintenance and con-
sulting and education. Information relating to product and service revenue from external customers is as follows:

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

Licenses $ 95,253 $109,218 $131,499
Maintenance 118,628 113,760 104,230
Consulting and education 48,117 48,369 50,418

Total $261,998 $271,347 $286,147

Revenue attributed to North America includes shipments to customers in the United States and Canada and licensing to certain
multinational organizations. Revenue from Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), Latin America and Asia Pacific includes
shipments to customers in each region, not including certain multinational organizations, plus export shipments into each region
that are billed from the United States. Information relating to revenue from external customers from different geographical areas is
as follows:

(In thousands)

Year Ended November 30, 2001 2000 1999

North America $103,684 $105,504 $111,081
EMEA 120,973 120,265 128,012
Latin America 21,173 26,081 28,577
Asia Pacific 16,168 19,497 18,477

Total $261,998 $271,347 $286,147

Revenue from the United Kingdom totaled $32.9 million, $34.2 million and $34.0 million for fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999,
respectively. No other country outside of the United States exceeded 10% of the Company’s consolidated total revenue in any year
presented. Long-lived assets totaled $35.0 million, $34.4 million and $18.1 million in the United States and $6.0 million, $6.9 million
and $7.2 million outside of the United States for fiscal years 2001, 2000 and 1999, respectively. No individual country outside of
the United States exceeded 10% of the Company’s consolidated long-lived assets. 
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Selected Quarterly Financial Data (unaudited):

(In thousands, except per share data)

First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter

2001:
Revenue $60,239 $65,728 $66,689 $69,342
Gross profit 44,951 49,474 49,654 51,877
Income from operations 1,457 7,155 6,100 6,593
Net income 1,983 5,666 4,894 5,100
Diluted earnings per share 0.05 0.15 0.13 0.13

2000:
Revenue $72,131 $67,400 $65,409 $66,407
Gross profit 55,379 51,462 49,958 51,846
Income from operations 11,646 11,057 7,104 8,888
Net income 9,068 9,591 6,932 8,060
Diluted earnings per share 0.22 0.24 0.18 0.21

Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

Not applicable.
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PART III

Item 10. Directors and Executive Officers of the Registrant

The information regarding executive officers set forth under the caption “Executive Officers of the Registrant” in Item 1 of this Annual
Report is incorporated herein by reference.

The information regarding directors set forth under the caption “Election of Directors” appearing in the Company’s definitive Proxy
Statement for the Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on April 19, 2002, which will be filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) not later than 120 days after November 30, 2001, is incorporated herein by reference. 

Item 11. Executive Compensation

The information set forth under the caption “Executive Compensation” appearing in the Company’s definitive Proxy Statement
for the Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on April 19, 2002, which will be filed with the SEC not later than 120 days after
November 30, 2001, is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management

The information set forth under the caption “Security Ownership of Certain Holders and Management” appearing in the Company’s
definitive Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on April 19, 2002, which will be filed with the
SEC not later than 120 days after November 30, 2001, is incorporated herein by reference.

Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions

The information set forth under the caption “Certain Relationships and Related Transactions” appearing in the Company’s defin-
itive Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be held on April 19, 2002, which will be filed with the SEC not
later than 120 days after November 30, 2001, is incorporated herein by reference. 
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PART IV

Item 14. Exhibits, Financial Statement Schedules, and Reports on Form 8-K

(a)  Financial Statements

The financial statements are set forth under Item 8 of this report on Form 10-K.

(b)  Reports on Form 8-K

PSC did not file any reports on Form 8-K during the fourth quarter of the year ended November 30, 2001.

(c)  Exhibits

Documents listed below, except for documents identified by parenthetical numbers, are being filed as exhibits. Documents iden-
tified by parenthetical numbers are not being filed herewith and, pursuant to Rule 12b-32 of the General Rules and Regulations
promulgated by the SEC under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the Act), reference is made to such documents as previously
filed as exhibits with the SEC. PSC’s file number under the Act is 0-19417.

3.1 Restated Articles of Organization of the Company (1)

3.1.1 Articles of Amendment to Restated Articles of Organization filed on January 19, 1995 (2)

3.1.2 Articles of Amendment to Restated Articles of Organization filed on November 17, 1997 (3)

3.1.3 Articles of Amendment to Restated Articles of Organization filed on May 6, 1999 (4)

3.1.4 Articles of Amendment to Restated Articles of Organization filed on June 17, 2000 (5)

3.2 By-Laws of the Company, as amended and restated (6)

4.1 Specimen certificate for the Common Stock of the Company (7)

10.1 Amended and Restated 1984 Incentive Stock Option Plan (8)

10.2 1991 Employee Stock Purchase Plan, as amended (9)

10.3 Progress Software Corporation 401(k) Plan (10)

10.4 1992 Incentive and Nonqualified Stock Option Plan (11)

10.5 1994 Stock Incentive Plan (12)

10.6 1993 Directors’ Stock Option Plan (13)

10.7 1997 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended (14)

10.8 Employee Retention and Motivation Agreement executed by each of the Executive Officers (15)

10.9 First amendment to Employee Retention and Motivation Agreement executed by each of the Executive Officers (16)

21.1 List of Subsidiaries of the Registrant
23.1 Consent of Deloitte & Touche LLP

(1) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1997.
(2) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1.1 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1994.
(3) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1.2 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1997.
(4) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1.3 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1999.
(5) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1.4 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 2000.
(6) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1991.
(7) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, File No. 33-41223, as amended.
(8) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, File No. 33-41223, as amended.
(9) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.8 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended May 31, 1998.

(10) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.11 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1991.
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(11) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended May 31, 1992.
(12) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.16 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended August 31, 1994.
(13) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.17 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended August 31, 1994.
(14) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.7 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 2000.
(15) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.10 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended November 30, 1998.
(16) Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.10.1 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended August 31, 1999.

(d) Financial Statement Schedules

All schedules are omitted because they are not applicable or the required information is shown on the financial statements or notes thereto.
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